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**BIS-SPANISH (BE)**
Bis is a simple, useful and fun card game based on matching pictures and words. A range of vocabulary items are introduced via lexical sets: food, animals, clothing, means of transport, household items and daily actions. The game contains 132 cards divided into pictures (red cards) and words (blue cards).

DIS1743 ..........Game, $24.95

**BINGO ILUSTRADO (BE)**
Bingo Ilustrado is based on the fun, well-known game of observation and matching. The game contains a pack of 100 cards with pictures on one side and the corresponding words on the reverse side, plus 36 bingo boards with six pictures on one side and the six corresponding names on the reverse.

DIS5823 ..........Game, $24.95

---

**MUZZY IN GONDOLAND-SPANISH LEVEL 1 (BE)**
Children begin their journey to bilingualism by watching a video story about Muzzy, a loveable extraterrestrial who flies around the universe and makes new friends in the Kingdom of Gondoland. Astonishing 3-D animation captivates children as they watch the hijinks of Muzzy's new friends in Muzzy in Gondoland and Muzzy Comes Back. And while they're watching children are introduced to 1200+ Spanish words and concepts, creating a functional vocabulary that leads to bilingualism. 145 min.

**QUI4716** ..................................................3-DVD Set, $34.95

---

**QUE BIEN (BE)**
A fun Spanish course in three levels for children aged 8-11. The course aims to introduce children to Hispanic culture and to develop the four key skills through fun activities and a straightforward communicative approach. Appealing characters present the language within a familiar context so that children are given the opportunity to use it in real-life situations right from the very beginning. Many activities are based on simple dialogues that children can memorize and re-use in other aspects of their daily life. (Includes downloadable student's digital book). Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.

DIS3386..........................................................Level 1 Student Book/Downloadable Student's Digital Book, $18.95
DIS3393..........................................................Level 1 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3447..........................................................Level 1 Teacher's Book/DVD/2 Audio CD's, $32.95
DIS4857..........................................................Level 1 Digital Book, $74.95
DIS4888..........................................................Level 1 Flashcards, $24.95

DIS3409..........................................................Level 2 Student Book/Downloadable Student's Digital Book, $18.95
DIS3416..........................................................Level 2 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3454..........................................................Level 2 Teacher’s Book/DVD/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4864..........................................................Level 2 Digital Book, $74.95
DIS8495..........................................................Level 2 Flashcards, $24.95

DIS3423..........................................................Level 3 Student Book/Downloadable Student's Digital Book, $18.95
DIS3430..........................................................Level 3 Workbook/Audio CD, $11.95
DIS3461..........................................................Level 3 Teacher's Book/DVD/2 Audio CD’s, $32.95
DIS4871..........................................................Level 3 Digital Book, $74.95

---

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
EL GRAN JUEGO DE LOS NÚMEROS (BE)
The great game of numbers is a fun and useful game, based on observing and matching the cards and boards with the numbers. It enables students to memorize and practice cardinal and ordinal numbers in an enjoyable and engaging way. The box contains 133 cards with ordinal numbers 1-100; 20 cards with numbers between 0 to 100,000; 12 cards with ordinal numbers from 1st to 12th; 36 boards to play different versions of bingo and an instructional booklet.
DIS8053 .............................................Game, $24.95

EL DOMINÓ DE LAS HORAS (BE)
Learn to tell time in Spanish with a great, new version of the much loved classic—dominoes. Match pictures and expressions using colorfully illustrated cards. Includes a Teacher’s Guide with fun and motivating games and activities. Each pack contains 48 cards and a Teacher’s Guide.
DIS8152 .........................Game, $24.95

Teaching and Testing Materials

CORRECT YOUR SPANISH BLUNDERS
Tired of making the same old mistakes of switching your genders, confusing your tenses, and mixing up your idioms? It happens. But before you form bad habits, consult this guide and avoid the mistakes that leave everybody you talk to scratching their head. Correct Your Spanish Blunders tells you what you’ve done wrong by illustrating more than 1,000 of the most common errors Spanish students make—all clearly highlighted in red. It also explains the reasons behind the mistakes, so you can correct yourself in the future. Paperback, 5"x8", 388 pages.
73003.................................................................Book, $27.95

VAMOS
This four level Spanish classroom course will take students from beginning to high-intermediate level. Adapted for young adult and adult learners, each level of Vamos! Contains, in one volume, the student book, workbook, and a systematic grammar section, as well as an audio CD, for self-practice. The student book is divided into 12 units, 3 of which are dedicated to revision with games and general recap of previous learning, as well as sections for self-assessment. Each unit has its own exercise section at the back to test comprehension, featuring pair work activities and grammar practice as well as stimulating listening and speaking exercises. With the audio CD, included in the student book, students will have the opportunity to work on pronunciation and accentuation. This well-structured and lively communicative course clearly and thoroughly presents grammar while focusing on both Spanish and Latin-American cultures. It covers all four skills, especially oral and listening, with the class CDs that contain the listening exercises featured in the student book. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11-1/2".

Vamos 1
EDL2792.......................... 227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2488............................Teacher’s Guide, $19.95

Vamos 2
EDL2518.......................... 227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2525............................Teacher’s Guide, $19.95

Vamos 3
EDL2556.......................... 227-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2563............................Teacher’s Guide, $19.95
Vamos 4 (Mas Alto!)
EDL2327.......................... 300-Page Book/Audio CD, $34.95
EDL2334............................Teacher’s Guide, $19.95
Vamos in Spanish for English Speakers
EDL2389.......................... 227-Page Book/Audio CD, $37.95
SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK 1
Provides students with a basal text that will help them attain acceptable levels of proficiency in basic communicative skills. The book provides enough materials for a one-year course. Helps develop basic communicative skills through simple materials. Uses visual cues for learning and practice. Softcover, 7-3/4"x10-3/4", 504 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.

Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR614P.........................................................Book, $34.95
ASPR614TSP..........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR614W.........................................................Workbook, $14.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK B
A short introductory text using the "Is Fun" approach, designed especially for younger students in middle-school Spanish programs. Begins the natural, personalized, enjoyable program of language acquisition continued in Spanish is Fun, Book 1 and Book 2. Teaches vocabulary through lively drawings and provides exercises of various types, many with picture cues. 7-3/4"x10-3/4", Softbound, 274 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.

Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.
ASPR325P.........................................................Book, $34.95
ASPR325TSP..........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR325W.........................................................Workbook, $11.95

SPANISH IS FUN, BOOK A
Beginning Spanish is introduced through a gradual presentation of grammatical structures. Personalized exercises, games, and activities provide application and practice and help students develop communicative skills. Features lively illustrations that serve as mnemonic devices to introduce vocabulary. Brief, fun narratives reinforce vocabulary and grammatical structures. Illustrated conversations and personalized dialogue activities comprise chapter summaries. Cultural sections conclude each chapter and acquaint students to life in the Spanish-speaking world. Review units provide repeated practice. Softcover, 8"x11", 257 pages. Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual, and Workbook Answer Key.


ASPR325P.........................................................Book, $34.95
ASPR325TSP..........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95
ASPR325W.........................................................Workbook, $11.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 1 (B)
Espanol Esencial 1 has been prepared for students who are in their first year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a first-year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 184 pages.

Softcover, 8"x10", 184 pages.
ASPR736W.....................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR736WK..................Answer Key, $11.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 2 (I)
Espanol Esencial 2 has been prepared for students in their second year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a second year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 208 pages.

Softcover, 8"x10", 208 pages.
ASPR737W.....................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR737WK..................Answer Key, $11.95

ESPAÑOL ESENCIAL: FUNDAMENTALS OF SPANISH, LEVEL 3 (A)
Espanol Esencial 3 has been prepared for students in their second year of Spanish language study. It offers a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the elements of the Spanish language that are generally covered in a third year course. It can be used as a complement or supplement to any basal textbook series, or solely for review and additional practice. Softcover, 8"x10", 304 pages.

Softcover, 8"x10", 304 pages.
ASPR738W.....................Workbook, $15.95
ASPR738WK..................Answer Key, $11.95
**EXPLORATORY SPANISH FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL**

Your middle school students will love these fun activities that include the alphabet, greetings, numbers, time of day, clothing, colors, weather, parts of the body, ser/estar, tener, ir, food, and the days and months. The culture section includes geography, customs, bullfighting, soccer, Christmas, Day of the Dead, music, painting and writers.

Softbound, 8-1/2"x11", 101 pages.

TDB5 .....................................Book, $49.99

---

**SPANISH FOUR YEARS: ADVANCED SPANISH WITH AP COMPONENT (A)**

A review of grammar through closed and open-ended exercises based on authentic language materials. It offers readings with exercises that integrate grammar, culture and skills along with preparation for comprehensive (AP) testing including a portfolio/authentic assessment exercises. Finally, it includes a timeline of Spanish/Spanish-American history and literature. Softbound, 8"x11", 352 pages.

Teacher's Support Package includes: Audio Program, Teacher's Manual and Answer Key. ASPR678W.........................Book, $29.95

ASPR678TSP.........................Teacher's Support Package, $119.95

---

**DIFFERENTIATION IN THE SPANISH CLASSROOM**

Differentiation in the Spanish Classroom shows teachers how to use new methods of teaching to reach every student individually in the classroom. Every student learns in a different style and at a different pace. This reproducible book offers a new approaches to teaching that accommodates each student’s needs individually. 3-Ring Binder, 9" x 11", 119 pages. TDB3994..........................Book, $59.95

---

**MUST KNOW BASIC SPANISH (B)**

You know that moment when you feel as though a lightning bolt has hit you because you finally get something? That's how is book will make you react. (We hope!) Each chapter makes sure that what you really need to know is clear right off the bat and sees to it that you build on this knowledge. Where other books ask you to memorize stuff, we're going to show you the must know ideas that will guide you toward success in Spanish. You will start each chapter learning what the must know ideas behind a Spanish subject are, and these concepts will help you with your classwork and on exams. Softcover, 7" x 9", 432 pages.

53065 ...............................Book, $14.95

---

**THE COMPLETE SPANISH TEACHER’S HANDBOOK**

The Complete Spanish Teacher's Handbook is now better than ever! 70+ topics are geared toward first-year students and teach everything from the basics like numbers and colors to end-of-the-year lessons like tense and grammar. These 200+ activities are fully reproducible and include exercises like fill-in-the-blank, translation, and writing practice.

Hardcover, 9-1/2"x11", 333 pages.

TDB4535..........................Book, $109.99

---

**MUST KNOW HIGH SCHOOL BASIC SPANISH (B)**

Cards contain illustrations of objects and scenes portraying the most commonly taught subjects during the first year of foreign language instruction. The back of each card identifies the object in English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian, and Japanese. Topics included: classroom objects, school subjects, numbers, house, family, occupations, foods and table setting, parts of the body, clothing, time, colors, weather and seasons, days and months, sports and recreation, means of transportation, animals, shops, and places in town. Includes Digital Version on DVD with Reference Guide. (Limited Quantities.)

EMC64781........................................Box of 400 Laminated Cards, $299.95

---

**SPANISH LANGUAGE FLASHCARDS (B)**

Card contain illustrations of objects and scenes portraying the most commonly taught subjects during the first year of foreign language instruction. The back of each card identifies the object in English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Russian, and Japanese. Topics included: classroom objects, school subjects, numbers, house, family, occupations, foods and table setting, parts of the body, clothing, time, colors, weather and seasons, days and months, sports and recreation, means of transportation, animals, shops, and places in town. Includes Digital Version on DVD with Reference Guide. (Limited Quantities.)

EMC64781........................................Box of 400 Laminated Cards, $299.95

---

**SPANISH Q-CARDS Level 1 & Review into Level 2**

A colorful and entertaining set of 240-4"x3" question cards for daily 5-minute speaking warm-ups... and much more. With the substitutions, there are over 900 possible questions... already written for you to use. Partners take 5 cards at random from a container (treasure box, fish bowl, decorated box, etc) as they arrive. They ask each other the questions. That’s it! Watch their Spanish proficiency and fluency improve.

MFP2000.................................$21.95
ACTIVITIES FOR EVERY MONTH OF THE YEAR
Actividades Para Cada Mes Del Año
A collection of reproducible activities for the Spanish language classroom that encourages development of reading, writing, speaking and understanding through culturally relevant, authentic topics. Student tasks include a perpetual cultural calendar, internet projects, puzzles and games. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages. TL406CD.........................................................Book, $24.95
TL406DL.......................................................Download (PDF), $17.95

LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS
Each card set features bright, colorful, and current photographic images for teaching basic language skills. Cards are labeled on the reverse. Durable cardstock with glossy, protective varnish. Each card measures 4-3/4"x3-1/4".
SLM1 Food..............................................50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM2 Animal.............30 Card Set, $12.99
SLM3 Fruits & Vegetables...........20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM4 Clothing.............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM5 Everyday Objects..50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM6 Insects & Bugs ............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM7 Body Parts .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM8 Pets .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM9 Sea Life ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM10 On the Farm ..........20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM11 Shapes & Colors ........20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM12 Occupations ..........20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM13 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM14 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM15 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM16 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM17 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM18 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM19 Animal .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM20 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM21 Body Part .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM22 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM23 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM24 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM25 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM26 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM27 Body Part .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM28 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM29 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM30 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM31 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM32 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM33 Body Part .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM34 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM35 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM36 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM37 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM38 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM39 Body Part .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM40 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM41 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM42 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM43 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM44 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM45 Body Part .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM46 Family ...................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM47 Food .........................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM48 Household .............20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM49 Clothing .................20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM50 Classroom Nouns .......20 Card Set, $9.99

SPANISH CHAT BOOSTERS
A bestseller with an exciting approach. It’s like a text for both Levels 1 and 2, but full of only conversational language... all ready to SAY! Modeled sentences, questions, structures, idioms, vocabulary, etc. related to 66 Level 1 & 2 topics. The concept grew out of the author’s classroom where she created the handouts because she wanted her students to speak more. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 110 pages.
MFP0731.........................................................Book, $21.95
MFP0731DL..........................Download (PDF), $15.00

IMAGINEMOS ESO!-25 GUIDED ESSAYS IN SPANISH
Introduce imaginative and personal essay writing to Spanish students. These essays develop the students’ writing skills by using advanced verb tenses, grammar, and idiomatic structures. By writing essays in Spanish, students will be able to formulate ideas, express opinions, and speculate about the future. Spiralbound, 8"x11", 45 pages.
TDB4992.........................................................Book, $39.99

BIG PHOTO FLASHCARDS
New images, bigger-than-ever cards, updated word lists—everything you asked for! Flashcards and bingo games with 32 topic-related vocabulary words. The flashcards are a full 8"x11" with vocab in English, Spanish, French and German, plus a blank space to add your own language on the back. We’ve even included a reproducible study sheet for the students.
TDE1411 Animals ........................................$29.99
TDE1401 Body Parts..................................$29.99
TDE1405 Classroom Nouns .................$29.99
TDE1408 Clothing ..................................$29.99
TDE1520 Family ..................................$29.99
TDE1407 Food .......................................$29.99
TDE1409 Fruit........................................$29.99
TDE1412 Household...............................$29.99
TDE1402 Professions.............................$29.99
TDE1522 Season & Weather...................$29.99
TDE1521 Time........................................$29.99
TDE1404 Transportation .......................$29.99
TDE6000 Set of All 12.........................$325.00

AVENTURAS CON EL ABECEDARIO
Learn your Spanish alphabet with this whimsical book. Great for all ages, as each alphabet letter tells a story using alliteration. Perfecto para practicar pronunciación. Softcover, 8-1/"x11", 60 pages.
TDB6505.......................................Book, $24.99

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
S-5
S-6

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal

125 EASY-TO-USE ORAL ACTIVITIES FOR FIRST-YEAR SPANISH (B)
Twenty-six chapters covering vocabulary and grammar. Students talk about themselves and others, sing and describe visuals, while focusing on the vocabulary or grammar concept in the chapter. There is a grading rubric to facilitate oral test evaluation. Oral practice covers basic vocabulary and grammar in Level one: AR, ER, IR verbs in the present tense, food, weather, greetings, classroom objects, colors, clothes, ser-estar, gustar, tener, pronouns, food, time, days of the week, and more! Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 52 pages.
TDB1380 ..................................................................................................................Book, $45.99

LETS CHAT! Creative Communicative Activities for All Language Learners
Let's Chat! brings speaking back to the classroom with 87 creative, innovative and highly interactive activities to spark every level of verbal interaction from beginner to advanced. Let's Chat! features extensive examples in English, Spanish and French; numerous vocabulary card and activity page templates; simple step-by-step instructions with many optional extensions and variations; activities with the multiple intelligences in mind; interdisciplinary exercises; and activities for beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. Softcover, 8 1/2"x11", 160 pages.
DOL9401 ..................................................................................................................Book, $34.99

SAT SUBJECT TEST: SPANISH
This edition includes: Ten full-length practice tests with answers and explanations. Three of the 10 practice tests include practice for the SAT Subject Test in Spanish with Listening; One full-length diagnostic test so students can determine their strengths and weaknesses; The Listening Comprehension sections, along with additional listening comprehension exercises, are available online. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 425 pages.
BAR12254 ..................................................................................................................Book, $24.95

AP SPANISH FLASHCARDS (A)
Contains 450 flashcards to help you achieve a higher test score. Cards are arranged in four sections to help you succeed with all AP question types. Includes tips on strengthening your reading, writing, speaking and listening skills. Flashcard sorting ring enclosed for customized study on-the-go. 450 cards, 2-1/2"x4-1/2".
BAR76102 ..................................................................................................................Flashcards, $18.95

AP SPANISH – QUICK STUDY GUIDE
This three-panel reference guide is color coded to present information in an easy-to-use outline format. This guide helps the student find information quickly, helping to raise grades and make study time more efficient. Each 8-1/2"x11" panel is laminated and three-hole-punched.
BC12385 ..................................................................................................................$6.95

CHARLEMOS Y ESCRIBAMOS EN ESPANOL
Chats are organized by grammatical complexity, beginning with present tense and building to preterite and imperfect, future, and subjunctive, and revolve around common themes such as family, personality and preferences. Chats progress from novice to intermediate, all in one book. Spiralbound, 9"x11", 45 pages.
TDB4803 ..................................................................................................................Book, $39.99

COMO ENSEÑAR PARA UNA MEJOR COMPRENSIÓN AUDITIVA
With podcasts, video, and audio that cover first year topics all included on a CD, this book helps teachers improve their students’ listening skills as they cover the concepts most commonly taught in the first year of Spanish class. Each macro-skill is equally enforced: types of activities include listening to a popular song or watching a video, presentational writing, and speaking exercises, all reinforcing the concept at hand. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 112 pages.
TDB5963 ..................................................................................................................Book, $34.99

30 PROJECTS ON COMMUNICATING IN SPANISH
Looking for creative projects that are ready for your photocopier and classroom? You'll get complete project handouts which include directions, samples, rubrics, and teacher "tips" on getting more quality out of your students. Softbound, 58 pages.
TDB145 ..................................................................................................................Book, $59.99

30 PROJECTS ON COMMUNICATING IN SPANISH (B)
Looking for creative projects that are ready for your photocopier and classroom? You'll get complete project handouts which include directions, samples, rubrics, and teacher "tips" on getting more quality out of your students. Softbound, 58 pages.
TDB145 ..................................................................................................................Book, $59.99
Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

PANORAMA CULTURAL: 22 Spanish-Speaking Countries
Students will be able first to research products, practices, and famous speakers from each country with comprehension-based activities in Spanish, then to demonstrate their understanding as they go deeper into specific themes, including the lives of four influencers from each country. Includes four project ideas per country, a rubric for project grading, and maps of each of the 22 Spanish-speaking countries in the world.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2” x 11”, 140 pages.
TDB6007.........................................................Book, $39.99

LECTURAS CULTURALES DE ARGENTINA
«Mi Buenos Aires querido, cuando yo te vuelva a ver, no habrá más penas ni olvido». Paula Twomey has compiled poems such as these, in addition to legends, stories, and a collection of historical accounts, recipes, and traditions with sports and festivals that are authentic to Argentina. Each reading selection is followed up with four activities that will get your students to review the content and practice their target language skills while drawing, searching cultural content on the web, writing personal reflections, answering comprehension questions, filling in cloze activities, comparing and contrasting, categorizing, and more.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2” x 11”, 104 pages.
TDB6025.................................................................Book, $39.99

LECTURAS CULTURALES DE ESPAÑA
«En un lugar de la Mancha, de cuyo nombre no quiero acordarme, no ha mucho tiempo que vivía un hidalgo» (Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra). Paula Twomey has compiled stories such as this, in addition to legends, tongue twisters, classic and modern songs, news, recipes, and sports articles that are authentic to Spain. Each reading selection is followed up with four activities that will get your students to review the content and practice their target language skills while drawing, searching cultural content on the web, writing personal reflections, answering comprehension questions, filling in cloze activities, comparing and contrasting, categorizing, and more.
Spiralbound, 8-1/2” x 11”, 118 pages.
TDB6026.................................................................Book, $39.99

Multi-Media Background Materials
LECTURAS CULTURALES DE MEXICO

«Ay, ay, ay, ay, cantar y no llorar, porque cantando se alegran, cielito lindo, los corazones». For this reader, Paula Twomey has compiled songs such as these, in addition to legends, customs, refranes, recipes, and stories that are authentic to Mexico. Each reading selection is followed up with four activities that will get your students to review the content and practice their target language skills while drawing, searching cultural content on the web, writing personal reflections, answering comprehension questions, filling in cloze activities, comparing and contrasting, categorizing, and more. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 116 pages. TDB6027.................................................................Book, $39.99

RUNNING OF THE BULLS

The Festival of San Fermin, Pamplona, Spain is a deeply rooted week-long celebration (July 6-14) of traditional and folklore events. It's most famous event is the Running of the Bulls (encierro). Each morning for 8 consecutive days thousands of men, boys, and some women run a few steps ahead of six, 2000-pound charging bulls on the way to the Bull Ring. The short run passes through four narrow streets of old Santo Domingo. Dressed in traditional white shirts and trousers with a red waistband and neckerchief, these runners display their daring and courage in this world-famous run. (80 min.) In English. QUI8164.................................................................DVD, $19.95

LAS POSADAS: CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO

The focus is on the traditions of Christmas in Mexico, not so much on the religious aspects. Witness the pure devotion of the Mexican people to their Virgin of Guadalupe, in addition to feeling the love and power behind her arrival and celebration. Enjoy the entire Christmas holiday season from Dec. 12–Feb. 2nd in Mexico City and Puebla, Mexico. 2008. (25 min.) English and Spanish. TDV1570 .......................................................DVD, $33.99

THE CULTURE OF MEXICAN FOOD (B)

Step behind the scenes with Jason, an American high school student, and Ester, a Mexican high school student. Ester introduces Jason to a variety of food during his stay. Discover the spice, the flare, and the reality of the contribution Mexican food has made to the world. 2008 (30 min.) In English. TDV1921 ...............................................................DVD, 33.99

CUBA TODAY!

From the capital city of Havana to the beautiful seaport of Santiago de Cuba, you will marvel at the forbidden natural beauty of Cuba. Travel to Pinar del Rio and visit the lush tobacco fields that produce the most sought-after cigars in the world. See as sugar plantations and colorful towns unfold before your eyes, then walk the beaches of Matanzas and Cuba's colorful coastline. Cuban people welcome visitors with open arms and their society, with its blend of races and cultures, overflows with a friendly and easy-going hospitality. (2012) 100 min. In English. QUI4409.................................................................DVD, $19.95

COSTA RICA

Cost Rica is the poster-child of ecotourism. Known as the happiest nation in the world, Costa Rica is also ranked as the "greenest" on the planet. This Central American country encompasses rain forests and magnificent mountain landscapes with hundreds of active volcanoes. Visitors will enjoy the animated and lively people and markets of Costa Rica's capital, San Jose, and its interesting slice of life in food, dancing and music. (2015) 120 min. In English. QUI4478.................................................................DVD, $19.95

CINCO DE MAYO

Maria and Brett, students from California, take you to the streets of Los Angeles to experience the largest celebration of Cinco de Mayo in the world. Discover what the holiday means and how it is celebrated. Fantastic new video filmed on May 5, 2006. 25 minutes, English and Spanish. TDV1426 .....................DVD, $33.99

QUINCEAÑERA

From the preparations to the celebration, share the Quinceañera experience with Marisol and her family. Our guides (Maria, a latina, and Jessica, an American high school student), walk you through the many aspects of this Mexican tradition. Spanish and English, 2006. (25 min.) TDV1428 .....................DVD, $33.99
VAN Y VIENEN: DÍA DE MUERTOS VIDEO
Join Karen and Iván as they participate in the first annual CDMX Mexico City’s 2016 Día de Muertos parade as the streets come alive with color, spectacular costumes, masks, floats, and flowers. Delve into myths, rituals, and legends like la Llorona on an evening cruise in a trajinera through Xochimilco canals. Visit a traditional market before making pan de muerto and calaveras de azúcar in Ocotépec, Morelos. Walk the streets and experience the extravagant altares built to honor local loved ones, and meet the people who created them. Truly an unforgettable experience! TDV2655.................................DVD, $32.95

ARTFUL INSTRUCTION - SPANISH
Ariful instruction - Spanish provides teachers with a resource for using the lives and works of 10 masters of Spanish and Latin American art as a context for the acquisition of language and culture. The instructional units are in both Spanish and English. Ariful Instruction - Spanish also includes a guide for teachers to help students understand, interpret and discuss works of art. Softcover, 8-1/2''x11'', 85 pages. TL444.................................Book, $24.95

Various Teaching Tools-Games, Posters, Maps

FIESTAS (B-I)
Ten reading selections (in simple Spanish) with games and language learning activities teach about holidays and celebrations in Spanish-speaking countries. Topics include: Día de los Muertos, La Quinceañera, Cinco de Mayo, Corridas de toros, Día del Amor y la Amistad, Parada Puertorriqueña, Mes de la Hispanidad, La Navidad, Semana Santa and Carnavales en América Latina. Softbound, 8-1/2''x11'', 64 pages. TL294 ...............................................Book, $19.95

BIG BOOK OF SPANISH REALIA, VOL. 1 & VOL. 2 (I-A)
Authentic pieces of "realia" from Latin American countries gathered together in this fantastic book – basic, definitive Spanish Realia! Full of menus, maps, recipes, brochures, on-site photographs, etc., over 1,000 snapshots of Latin categories such as Food, Fashion, Pop Culture, Family and Home, Shopping, etc., each with 15 activities. You can reproduce all the pieces of Realia, use our activities and create your own. Two three ring binders, 12''x11'', 423 pages. TDB3539 .....................................Set of 2 Books, $169.99

675+ TIERED ACTIVITIES FOR SPANISH CLASS
675+ Tiered Activities adjusts the degree of difficulty of a particular task to match various students’ level of readiness. With over 675 Tiered Activities covering 75 topics with three levels (Basic, Proficient and Advanced), this book will address all of the skill levels within your World Language class. All levels. 10'' x 11-1/2'', 3-Ring Binder, 170 pages. TDB4221.................................Book, $59.95

COMEDIAS CORTAS
Comedias Cortas contains 33 pithy, droll, lively and engaging short plays (or long skits) for students learning Spanish at the late-beginner to mid-intermediate level. Written in Spanish, with stage directions in English, each "obrita" takes approximately 8-12 minutes to perform, and has roles for 3-8 actors. With the humor geared to the sensibilities of adolescent to adult readers, the skits in Comedias cortas are one level higher in complexity from its popular antecedent, Skinny Skits. Softcover, 8-1/2''x11'', 160 pages. DOL9425.....................................Book, $24.95
101 SKITS WITH A POINT OF VIEW EN ESPANOL
And the skits are not your average skits. What sets ¡Improvisaciones! apart from other dialogue books is that each participant in the dialogue presents a different point of view that forces them to respond as if they were another person outside of themselves ¡Improvisaciones! holds students responsible for higher learning thinking skills in addition to developing new vocabulary and grammatical structures. Spiralbound, 8-1/2" x 11", 104 pages. TDB4428..............................Book, $45.99

SKINNY SKITS (B)
A collection of short, simple and funny sketches for beginning Spanish students. This hilarious assortment of skits reinforces objectives commonly taught in first year Spanish, including introductions, alphabet, classroom, body parts, tener expressions, weather, seasons, family, foods, clothing, furniture, telling time and daily activities. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 154 pages. DOL6179.................................Book, $24.95

MIGHTY MINI-PLAYS for the Spanish Classroom (I)
A collection of 12 very humorous, original short plays designed for middle school and high school intermediate Spanish students. These are original plays with unexpected and irreverent twists on everyday situations. The scripts use vocabulary and structures based on basic first year curriculum. Performance times are approximately 15 minutes. Featured are roles for 3-8 students per play, including stage directions and production ideas. All plays offer suggested variations and require minimal sets, props and costumes. Spiralbound, 8-1/2" x 11", 80 pages. DOL8028.................................Book, $21.95

ENTREVISTAS: COMMUNICATIVE ACTIVITIES FOR REAL-LIFE SITUATIONS
Bring real-life conversations into your classroom by using open-ended role play for the entire class, all en español. Learn about the clubs at school and find a study-buddy for the days you might miss class. Do you have a talent? Meet with a talent scout! Would you like to adopt a pet? Discuss it with the shelter agent! Try your hand at bargaining in a flea market or a garage sale. Check out a car auction! Spiralbound 8-1/2" x 11", 50 pages. TDB6503.................................Book, $36.99

VERBO-SPANISH CARD GAME
VERBO™ is our version of one of the world’s most popular card games! A Michigan Spanish teacher's creation, VERBO™ reinforces verb forms and helps students recognize different conjugations! The game plays just like UNO™. All the rules remain the same except that players change suit by laying down a card of the same verb or verb form instead of using colors and numbers. Just don’t forget to shout ¡VERBO! when you have one card left!

72 cards. $28.99 each. TDG609.................................Present Tense-AR Verbs
TDG610.................................Present Tense-ER/IR Verbs
TDG611.................................Tense Stem Changing Verbs
TDG622.................................Present Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG892.................................Present Tense Reflexive Verbs
TDG893.................................Present Subjunctive Regular -AR Verbs
TDG894.................................Present Subjunctive Regular -ER & -IR Verbs
TDG895.................................Present Subjunctive Regular -ER & -IR Verbs
TDG896.................................Present Subjunctive Verbs with Irregular “yo” Forms & Stem-Changing Verbs
TDG623.................................Preterite Tense-AR Verbs
TDG624.................................Preterite Tense ER/IR Verbs
TDG625.................................Preterite Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG626.................................Imperfect-AR Verbs
TDG627.................................Imperfect-ER/IR Verbs
TDG628.................................Future Tense Regular Verbs-AR/ER/IR
TDG630.................................Future Tense Irregular Verbs
TDG631.................................Irregular Conditional-AR/ER/IR Verbs

INTERPRETA TU PAPEL (B-I)
A set of 75 cards, graduated by level to use in role play situations. An essential teaching and learning resource to help promote comprehension, spoken interaction and production, through the use of 36 everyday situations and realia. Instruction booklet with notes and teaching suggestions included. 5"x7-1/2", Set of 75 cards in a storage case. DIS8978.................................75 Cards, $29.95
COGNATE FRENZY EN ESPANOL
This game is filled with first-year level vocabulary and pop culture items, as well as hundreds of cognates to help your students realize how much Spanish they already know just by knowing their own English language! The game includes two vocabulary lists with translations of all cards for any words your students may not know right off the bat. Glossy cardstock in a storage box. Game, $46.99

EL REINO DE LOS ANIMALES (B)
In this card game players must recognize and collect the most number of animals, divided into categories. Photographic playing cards and bingo grids are used in the bingo game and for other group games, encouraging learning, revision and the correct use of basic Spanish vocabulary and language structures. Contains: 66 photographic cards, 36 grids for bingo and other games, a guide with instructions and suggestions. Game, $24.95

CON TUS PALABRAS (B-I)
This entertaining game helps students learn and use verb forms and tenses. Players also develop vocabulary and language skills associated with expressions of time. Contains a colorful playing board, 66 cards, dice and instructions. Game, $24.95

VIAJE POR ESPAÑA (B-I)
Players develop their knowledge of Spain by simulating a road trip. The game consists of a board that maps a route through Spain. The "travelers" learn about cities, points of interest and, customs and festivals. There are 2 decks of 66 cards containing questions about grammar, geography, idioms, vocabulary, history and riddles. Instruction manual contains rules, suggestions for other activities, information about cities and Internet sites. Game, $24.95

CAMPIONATO DE ESPAÑOL (B-I)
Test your knowledge of Spanish and Spanish-speaking countries with this exciting game which expands the student's language learning experience through questions concerning culture, traditions, geography, the environment, idioms and leisure activities. Contains: an illustrated board, two decks of 66 cards (2 levels of difficulty), 60 colored stickers, a die and instructions. Game, $24.95

SPANISH PHOTO BINGO
The bingo games are 8"x11" and include 36 fullcolor game cards. Bingo images are over 1" square and have the classic "free space" in the middle. Great for reinforcement! All are made with environment-friendly cardstock and include a reclosable plastic envelope for storage.

BINGO CHIPS
A package of approximately 300 bingo chips. SDL500 ....$4.95
VAMOS AL MERCADO! (B)
In this game the players try to be the first to purchase all the items on their shopping list. The game can also be played as a bingo game. Contains 66 cards showing food and drink, 36 shopping lists that can also be used as bingo cards, instructions, suggestions for further activities, quizzes, recipes and figures of speech related to food.
DIS3707.................................Game, $24.95

HAZ LA MALETA! (B)
In this entertaining game players pack a suitcase using all the items on a list. The game helps students learn, practice and correctly use words associated with clothing and accessories. Contains: a deck of 66 photo-cards, a deck of 66 cards with clues and scores, an hourglass and instructions.
DIS9297.................................Game, $24.95

EL JUEGO DE LOS CUENTOS (B)
Fairy Tales in Games is an educational and fun game which combines the telling of five traditional fairy tales with learning basic Spanish vocabulary and grammar. The game includes 132 cards, 125 with questions and answers (25 cards for each fairy tale), 7 special cards, a playing board with 5 paths, counters, coins and a die.
DIS0155.................................Game, $24.95

SUPER BIS-Spanish (B)
Super Bis is an effective and fun card game, based on matching questions and answers. The game contains 132 cards divided in questions (red cards) and answers (blue cards). Each card presents a fun, illustrated situation and a sentence (question or answer).
DIS922.................................Game, $24.95

CUÉNTAME: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards
Enliven any class at any time! Easy conversation practice for all levels. Each playing-card-sized card contains a personal conversation-starting question. Pairs or small groups have cards with the questions for students to ask and answer. An idea-filled teacher's guide is included in the box.
CPL564 ........................................Game, $29.95

ADJETIVOS Y CONTRARIOS (B-I)
Adjectives and opposites is a very simple card game, useful and enjoyable, based on matching, illustrated adjectives with corresponding opposite adjectives. The game allows students to learn, memorize and practice 130 commonly-used adjectives in a fun and engaging way. The box contains: 130 illustrated adjectives, a Joker card, a Surprise card, plus Instructor's Booklet.
DIS8206........................................Game, $24.95

PREGUNTAS ENCADENADAS (B-I)
Preguntas Encadenadas is an entertaining game in which players have to match answers with the appropriate questions as quickly as possible. The person who first gets the correct answer, reads the next question. This fast and fun game consists of 2 decks of 66 cards and an instruction manual containing rules of play, suggestions for other activities, Internet sites and a selection of tongue twisters. Preguntas Encadenadas is great for building vocabulary, practicing questions and verb forms, and developing communication skills through mini-dialogues.
DIS4712 ........................................Game, $24.95

QUE TAL ESTAS? (I)
A card game with an illustrated playing board. Players have to reach the finish line by overcoming a series of trials relating to the body, well-being, and a healthy lifestyle, such as simple physical exercise. Contains: A playing board, a numbered die, a die with colored faces (yellow, blue, orange, purple, red, green), 132 game cards divided into six categories, and an instruction booklet containing ideas for extra activities.
DIS2792.................................Game, $24.95

EL PLANETA EN JUEGO (I)
A card game with an illustrated playing board. Players must move along a path that contains information about an eco-friendly lifestyle (recycling, energy conservation, eco-friendly consumption) in order to reach the finish square. Contains: a playing board, a die, 60 photo cards, 72 game cards, and an instruction booklet.
DIS2891.................................Game, $24.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
EL CREAHISTORIAS (B-I)
The Story Master is a fun card game to form sentences and create stories with single illustrated language elements. Characters, animals, places, items and actions have been carefully selected to provide an array of possible combinations. The game consists of 132 cards divided into 5 differently colored decks. Each deck corresponds to a group of words: 20 purple cards with characters, 20 green cards with animals, 20 orange cards with places, 20 red cards with objects of commonly used items, 42 blue cards with high frequency verbs. Each group contains 2 help Joker cards. The game also includes 60 reward tokens, 1 die indicating the narrative genre of the story, and a die indicating the verbal tense. 
DIS0001.................................................................Game, $24.95

BINGO DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
This game is designed to provide review and practice of verbs included in basic vocabulary. Students are asked to match written words with the appropriate pictures. The instructions provide suggestions for many variations of the game. Contains 66 cards, 36 game boards and instructions. 
DIS1789 .................................................................Game, $24.95

¡TODOS DE FIESTA! (B-I)
¡Todos de fiesta! is a game of dominoes that helps make learning verb forms fun. It also develops students’ vocabulary and familiarizes them with aspects of Spanish culture using the theme of a free time activity: a garden party. The game consists of 48 domino pieces and an instruction booklet including the rules and ideas for further activities.
DIS4767 .................................................................Game, $24.95

PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS (B-I)
This game is designed to help students learn and practice interrogative pronouns and adjectives. It consists of a brightly colored poster of an amusement park, cards with pictures of the people and things in the park, and dice with question words. The instructions include suggestions and ideas for using the game in class. Contains 1 poster, 1 die, 66 cards and instructions.
DIS1680 .................................................................Game, $24.95

POR LA CIUDAD (B-I)
Por La Ciudad is a lively board game based on the observation of illustrations related to the city. Students learn and develop their knowledge of lexical sets connected to urban features, shops, places in town and services, means of transport, road signs and road safety, all in a very engaging way. Contains: 132 cards divided into 6 packs, a playing board, a die, and a teacher’s booklet. 
DIS6042 .................................................................Game, $24.95

¡SIGUE LA PISTA! (B)
How much do students know about the Spanish speaking world? Teach them about people, places, products and points of interest while building language skills. Contains 66 photographic cards and instructions. 
DIS9341 .................................................................Game, $24.95

EL GRAN JUEGO DE LOS VERBOS (B-I)
A great new game to help conjugate verbs. Each student chooses a card showing a verb in the infinitive, throws 3 dice (pronouns, tense determiners, verbal to the outcome. 132 cards, 3 dice plus Teacher’s Guide. 
DIS8107 .................................................................Game, $24.95

TRIBOO (B-I)
The game allows students to learn and revise vocabulary, cultural and interdisciplinary elements of the Spanish language. The game includes 132 cards divided into six decks corresponding to six vocabulary and disciplinary categories: Science, History, Geography, Sports, Entertainment, Arts & Literature. Also contains, a playing board, a die, 15 counters.
DIS0100 .................................................................Game, $24.95

FAMOSOS QUE HABLAN ESPANOL (B-I)
Famous People is a useful and fun card game, based on matching illustrated cards with famous Spanish people and their corresponding identity cards. The game includes 132 cards with pictures and 66 cards with brief identity information. 
DIS0056 .................................................................Game, $24.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
¿QUIÉN ES? (B-I)
The aim of this card game is to teach and/or review the vocabulary involved in describing people. Each player draws a card with the description of a person on it. The others must then ask yes/no questions to figure out the identity of the mystery person. Accompanying instructions provide suggestions for many variations of the game. Contains 2 packages of 33 cards and instructions.
DIS1734 .............................................................Game, $24.95

DOMINÓ DE CADA DÍA (B-I)
Dominó de cada día is a fun and engaging game that presents the daily actions of the likeable character, Granny Fixit, from the moment she wakes up, to the moment she goes to bed. The aim of the game is to match the pictures and sentences, conjugating the verb in the correct form. The game contains 48 domino cards divided in two parts: each card has an illustration on the left-hand side and a description on the right-hand side.
DIS5878 ......................................................................Game, $24.95

CUCHARAS (B)
Spanish Version of the Classic Card Game Spoons
Students reinforce verbs in Spanish. The first student who gets two correct pairs of cards (four cards total) grabs a spoon from the middle of the group, and the other students must grab the remaining spoons. The student who does not grab fast enough and is left without a spoon receives a letter in spelling of "Cucharas". At the end of the game, the student with the least letters wins. Great for first-year students. 15 minute play time; two to four players; 64 cards 3”x4”; 4 multi-colored spoons, all in a hard plastic storage box.
TDG733 ...........................................................................Stem Changing Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $39.99
TDG732 .................................................................................... Go Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $39.99
TDG731 ........................................................................................... AR Verb-Subject Agreement Game, $39.99

VERB SLAP!
SPANISH GAMES
Roll the subject pronoun die, and when a verb card matching it appears, be the first to slap it! Slap fast and collect cards to win, but look out for wild cards; slap a mosquito to get extra cards, but don't slap a bee! Includes alternate instructions for a no-slapping version of play. Two to six players per game. Each game includes one die, a deck of cards, answer key, and a hard plastic storage box.
TDG907.........Present Tense Regular -AR Verbs Game, $28.99
TDG908.........Present Tense Regular -ER/-IR Verbs Game, $28.99
TDG909.........Present Tense Stem-Changing Verbs Game, $28.99
TDG910.........Present Tense Irregular Verbs Game, $28.99
TDG935.........Preterite Tense vs. Imperfect Tense Game, $28.99
TDG936.........Imperfect Tense (Regular and Irregular Verbs) Game, $28.99
TDG937.........Preterite Tense Regular Verbs Game, $28.99

3-IN-1 SPANISH VOCAB GRAB CARD GAMES
Practice food, animals, body parts, classroom nouns and clothing vocabulary with card games! There are three ways to play that students know and love: "El Chupacabras" (Old Maid), "¡A pescar!" (Go Fish!) and "Juego de pares" (matching game). No matter what method your students choose, the goal is the same: match the picture to the correct Spanish word! These card sets are perfect for your visual learners, and can remind your whole classroom that learning vocabulary is FUN! Four players. Game contains 49 playing cards and instructions. Beginning level.
TDG901.................Food Card Game, $28.99
TDG912.................Animals Card Game, $28.99
TDG913.................Body Parts Card Game, $28.99
TDG914.................Classroom Nouns Card Game, $28.99
TDG915.................Clothing Card Game, $28.99
¡GRITA!-CULTURA AND VOCABULARIO SPANISH CARD GAMES
Students shout the answers in Spanish for the different topics! Each team is given a topic and one minute to guess the answers that might be listed on the topic card. Each time a student yells out one of the answers listed, they'll score one point for their team.

¡GRITA! Cultura Level 1 includes famous Hispanic actors, musicians, and athletes, el Día de los Muertos, quinceañera, Cinco de Mayo, and more.
TDG941......Game, $29.99

¡GRITA! Cultura Level 2 includes Celia Cruz, Pablo Picasso, Rigoberta Menchú, Salvador Dalí, César Chávez, Roberto Clemente, Isabel Allende, and more.
TDG943........Game, $29.99

¡GRITA! Vocabulario Level 1 includes saludos y despedidas, los números, medios de transporte, el calendario, las partes del cuerpo, and more.
TDG942.......Game, $29.99

¡GRITA! Vocabulario Level 2 includes los números cardinales, la escuela, la familia, la comida, los verbos reflexivos, las leyendas, and more.
TDG944......Game, $29.99

ENDINGS AND CONSTRUCTIONS SPANISH POSTERS (SET OF 7)
Hang each poster as you cover the information on it, building a wall of endings/constructions for students to refer to! Set of seven posters. 13” x 19”, cardstock.
TDP1894 ...........................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

CIRCUMLOCUTION SPANISH SIGNS
Keep your students speaking in Spanish with circumlocution phrases! Each sign in this set prompts students to use the language they know to make meaning and talk about things they don't know. Includes 18 different phrases to hang around your room and help students navigate the TL. Set of 18 Signs, 19” x 6”, on Cardstock.
TDP2482......................................Set of 18 Posters, $43.99

CHARACTER BUILDING SPANISH SIGNS (SET OF 12)
Help your students develop integrity with 12 character building classroom signs. Each sign includes a different character trait-"Embrace Diversity," "Never Give Up," plus 10 more-all in Spanish. Hang them all over your room, and create a nurturing, hopeful atmosphere in your classroom. Set of 12 signs. 19” x 7”. Cardstock.
TDP1849.....Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

SPANISH VERB POSTERS
Set of 6 posters includes tener, al presente; estar, al presente; ser, al presente; los verbos en "ar," al presente; los verbos en "ir," al presente; and los verbos en "er," al presente. 18”x24”.
POS205 ......Set of 6 Posters, $34.95

LARGE FLAGS OF SPAIN
Bring culture and color to your classroom. Decorate with a full-size flag of Spain!
PK 800 ........................................2 ft. x 3 ft., $19.95
PK 900 ........................................3 ft. x 5 ft., $26.95

SPANISH VERB CONJUGATION BULLETIN BOARD SET
This bright, easy-to-read set is excellent for mastering the confusing formal and informal uses. Remind your students of the proper root endings. Set of 8, 11”x17”. Cardstock.
TDY231......Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS SPANISH SIGNS.
Every teacher needs a set of signs to show the emotions they see in their students! These signs will help you and your students learn the language of emotions.
Set of 4. 13” x 19”, Cardstock.
TDP1850............Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

LA CASA-HOUSEHOLD NOUNS SPANISH CHART
All-Spanish chart shows the rooms of a house and the objects in them. 36”x 24”. Laminated.
TDP2383.................Poster, $24.99

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
SPANISH MULTI-PURPOSE CARD SET
(Laminated)
36 versatile, durable cards for chalkboards, bulletin boards and flashcards. Essential vocabulary including months, days, seasons, and weather. Cut out and use these laminated cards for years.
4"x9" each.
POS206 ........................................Card Set, $21.95

SPANISH DOOR SIGNS
Set of 6 signs includes ¡Hablar español es divertido!; ¡Bienvenidos a la clase de español!; Aquí se habla español; ¡Sonrían y entren!; Leer un libro es descubrir un nuevo mundo; and Tengan una actitud positiva.
18"x8" each.
POS200 ......Set of 6 Signs, $12.95

SPANISH PHOTO POSTER SET
Set of 4 posters: ¡Caray! ¡Otro nuevo verbo!; ¿Qué? ¿Hay examen hoy?; ¡Oh no! ¡Me olvidé de mi tarea!; and ¡Tienes mi atención! 12"x18" each.
POS201......Set of 4 Posters, $12.95

ASK ME?
SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET
Help your students ask their top 10 questions in Spanish. Our student poll reported the third most frequent query was for water. Number two on the list: asking for a pencil (or pen). I'll bet you know what the number one is! This bulletin board set includes your humble request to say "please", plus the top 10 questions printed on 8"x11" cardstock.
TDY275.......Bulletin Board Set, $44.99

DRY-ERASE SPANISH VERB CHARTS
Demonstrate Conjugation Quickly and Easily. No more endlessly drawing out that chart! Just write out the words, erase, and write again. Display new verbs every week, or post the conjugations for whatever irregular verbs your kids are currently getting stuck on, neatly and legibly. Three 13 x 38-inch laminated verb charts, three dry-erase markers.
TDP2655..........................................................Set of 3, $49.99

SPANISH ALPHABET POSTER
Cleverly illustrated full color poster provides bilingual text for words matching each letter of the alphabet. 18"x24" on glossy paper.
LBP2009...Poster, $14.95

SPANISH CHARACTER EDUCATION PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Set of 6 signs include: Aceptación, Responsabilidad, Cooperación, Compasión, Honestidad, Respeto. Each sign: 18"x8".
POS218........Bulletin Board Set, $12.95

SPANISH PAST TENSE VERBS BULLETIN BOARD SET
This easy-to-read bulletin board set is excellent for mastering Spanish past tense -ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of the proper verb endings. Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock.
TDY278....Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

SPANISH PAST IMPERFECT VERBS BULLETIN BOARD SET
This stylish bulletin board set is excellent for mastering Spanish Preterito imperfecto, ar, -er and ir verbs. Remind your students of the proper verb endings. Available as a set of eight, 11"x17", on cardstock.
TDY282...........Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
SPANISH QUESTION WORD POSTERS
Keep the conversation going with these 10 awesomely amusing and effective memory aids in full color. Great to use with Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards, or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and laminated to last.

The question words are:
¿Cuándo?  ¿Adónde?  ¿Cuánto(s)?  ¿Cómo?
¿Por qué?  ¿A qué hora?  ¿Qué?  ¿Cuál
¿Dónde?  ¿Quién(es)?
CPL649.................................................................10 Poster Set, $22.95

SPANISH CONVERSE MORE POSTERS
Keep the conversation clear and flowing with these 10 awesomely amusing and effective memory aids in full color. Great to use with Cuéntame: 286 Spanish Conversation Cards, or any time. Each poster is 11"x14-1/2" and laminated to last.

The ten useful sentences and questions are:
¿Cómo se dice?  No sé.  Habla más despacio, por favor.
¿Qué quiere decir?  ¿Qué dijiste?  Prefiero no hablar de eso.
¿Cómo se pronuncia?  No entiendo.
¿Cómo se escribe?  No recuerdo.
CPL656.................................................................10 Poster Set, $22.95

TINA’S WEATHER STATION SPANISH CHART
Wherever you go, people are always talking about what the weather is doing and what they think about it! Use Tina’s Weather Station at the beginning of class to help students express their thoughts on the weather that day. Build up to using it as a starting point for “small talk” about what’s happening in students’ lives! 38 x 26 inches. Laminated. Includes info sheet.
TDP2478.................................................................Poster, $34.99

CLASSROOM PHRASES SPANISH SIGNS
Whether they're requesting that you speak more slowly, announcing their "Aha!" moment, or posing the #1 question of Spanish students everywhere—"Can I go to the bathroom?"—these easy-to-read illustrated signs help keep students in the target language! Set of 12 signs, each sign: 7" x 19" on Cardstock.
TDP2176.................................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

SPANISH COMMON CLASSROOM PHRASES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Contains: Yo necesito ayuda., Háblame más despacio, por favor., ¿Cómo se escribe...?, Yo entiendo.. Yo tengo una pregunta.. ¿No hay de qué!, Yo no sé., Repite, por favor., ¿Cómo se dice "....." en español?, Yo no intiendo.. Yo sé la respuesta., ¿Qué significa ....? Each Sign: 18"x8". POS210..........................................................Set of 12, $24.95

MUJERES REVOLUCIONARIAS SPANISH MINI-POSTER SET
Selena, Frida, Celia, Evita… many of the first names of these influential women conjure up strong emotions when they are brought up. What better way to inspire your students than to remind them of these 15 revolutionary women? They hail from a variety of Spanish-speaking countries, and each made astounding achievements, showed incredible strength, and contributed immensely to society. Each poster details the woman’s name and contribution, plus her country of birth—or roots, if born in the United States. Set of 15 posters. 13” x 19” inches each, on Cardstock.
TDY337.................................................................Bulletin Board Set, $49.99
**STORYTELLING SPANISH SIGN SET**
The Words and Phrases You Need to Tell a Story. Get students comprehending these and they'll soon be weaving their own narratives in Spanish. Twelve 6 x 19-inch posters. Cardstock.
TDP2671......................Set of 12, $36.99

**CONNECTING WORDS SPANISH SIGN SET**
When students can make simple sentences, they're ready for the next step: words to tie those short pieces together or to express more complex thoughts! Post and use the most common connectors to help students make the jump from Novice- to Intermediate-level. Twelve 19” x 7” posters. Cardstock.
TDP2616..........................Set of 12 Signs, $39.99

**GREETINGS SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET**
Say ¡Hola! to your students with this bulletin board set. Includes nine greetings and phrases in Spanish. Nine cards. 19” x 6”, on Cardstock.
TDY342.............................Set of 9 Posters, $29.99

**DAY OF THE DEAD BULLETIN BOARD SET**
El Día de los Muertos ha sido celebrado en México y en otras partes del mundo por siglos… This new, updated 12-piece bulletin board set includes explanations and colorful art depicting:
- ¿Qué es el Día de los Muertos? Los ancestros
- El altar y las ofrendas La flor de cempásúchil
- El papel picado El pan de muerto
- Las calacas Las calaveritas de azúcar
- La resina de copal El cementerio
- Los desfiles de comparsas Los objetos cristianos
One 35 x 11-inch banner and eleven 17” x 11”cards on Cardstock.
TDY340.................................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

**QUESTION WORDS SPANISH SIGNS**
What's stopping you from posting the interrogatives? When will you get around to it? How will kids learn these important words if you don't get this set? Who else will teach them?
OK, OK, we'll stop with the questions—but wait, one more! Where are you going to hang these? Ten 7” x 19” posters on Cardstock.
TDP2145.........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

**ESSENTIAL SPANISH REJOINDER SIGNS**
Teach your students the short common phrases that help to sustain conversations. These phrases can be used with anyone—complete strangers, grandmas, soccer hooligans—you name it. Twelve 6” x 22” posters on Cardstock.
TDP2232.........................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

**COMMON SENSE RULES SPANISH MINI-POSTER SET**
Sé puntual. Haz un buen trabajo.
Remind students of basic classroom rules with this set of 15 mini-posters. 15 posters. 13” x 9” each on Cardstock.
TDY333...Bulletin Board Set, $42.99

**PRONOUNS PRO SPANISH POSTERS**
Post each group as you teach it. Set of four posters, 15” x 13” each. Cardstock.
TDP2019....Set of 4 Posters, $39.99

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
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SOUTH AMERICAN COUNTRIES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Discover each Spanish speaking South American country with large, colorful, unique images. The ¿Saben ustedes? cards show each country's interesting facts, currency, population, capital, national flag, and more. Nine 11" x 17" posters, plus nine 5" x 6" information cards. TDY306....................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

SPANISH POSTERS-SET 1
A beautiful set of Spanish posters ideal for the classroom or playroom. Perfect for Spanish language teachers and for parents teaching Spanish to their children. In English and Spanish. Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Colores/Colors; Numeros/Numbers; Los Dias de la Semana/Days of the Week; La Familia/The Family; El Tiempo/Weather. Each poster is 11" x 17".
LBP3333....................................................Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

CENTRAL AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN COUNTRIES BULLETIN BOARD SET
Discover each Central American and Caribbean country with large, vibrant images. The ¿Saben ustedes? cards show each country's interesting facts, currency, population, capital, national flag, and more. Ten 11" x 17" posters, plus ten 5" x 6" information cards.
TDY307....................................................Bulletin Board Set, $39.99

SPANISH POSTERS-SET 2
A beautiful set of Spanish posters ideal for the classroom or playroom. Perfect for Spanish language teachers and for parents teaching Spanish to their children. In English and Spanish. Complete set of all 5 posters contains: Regions of Spain; Physical Map of Spain; Mi Cuerpo/My Body; ¿Cómo Te Sientes?/How Do You Feel?; Las Estaciones/Seasons. Each poster is 11" x 17".
LBP4444................................Set of All 5 Posters, $39.95

PALACIO DE BELLAS ARTE MEXICO ENHANCED™ SPANISH TRAVEL POSTER
Take a 360° tour of the beautiful building and grounds surrounding the Palacio de Bellas Artes by scanning the QR code in the bottom right of the poster. 27" x 19". Laminated.
TDP2658.............................................................Poster, $18.00

LA MEZQUITA ESPAÑA ENHANCED™ SPANISH TRAVEL POSTER
Take a 360° tour of the incredible interior of la Mezquita by scanning the QR code in the bottom right of the poster. 27" x 19". Laminated.
TDP2661.............................................................Poster, $18.00

BODY PARTS SPANISH POSTER
19" x 27", Laminated.
TDP2287....Poster, $18.00

REGIONS OF SPAIN POSTER
This map features all 19 regions of Spain, including the Canary Islands, Balearic Islands, and the autonomous cities.
Ceuta and Melilla. 27" x 19", Laminated.
TDP2330............................................................Poster, $22.00

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPANISH BORDERS</strong></td>
<td>Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3&quot;x40&quot;. There are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INSPIRED MINDS-SPANISH BULLETIN BOARD SET</strong></td>
<td>Help your students be positive with 12 Inspired Minds classroom signs. Each sign includes a different affirmation—&quot;I choose to be happy,&quot; &quot;I am limitless,&quot; plus 10 more—all in Spanish. Hang them all over your room, and create a nurturing, hopeful atmosphere in your classroom. Set of 12 signs. 19” x 7”. Cardstock. Not laminated.</td>
<td>$39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPANISH MAP</strong></td>
<td>This color map of Spain highlights the major cities, cultural landmarks and surrounding countries. All text is in Spanish. Laminated, 16”x23”</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARTISTAS DE LATINO AMÉRICA BULLETIN BOARD SET</strong></td>
<td>Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, Roberto Matta, Benito Martín and more are all in one set. Bring the some of the best Latin American artists into your classroom. Fourteen cardstock prints, 11” x 17”.</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRIDA KAHLO SPANISH POSTER</strong></td>
<td>“Feet: why do I want you if I have wings to fly?” 19” x 27”, Laminated.</td>
<td>$18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SPANISH PHOTOGRAPHIC BORDERS</strong></td>
<td>Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 2-1/4&quot;x 40&quot;. There are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WELCOME TO THE SPANISH CLASSROOM KIT</strong></td>
<td>Everything you need to add color and culture to your Spanish classroom! Kit contains: (1) MIL400 Spanish Super Stickers (125 count); (1) MIL404 Spanish Super Stickers (125 count); (1) PKS12 Flag of Spain (4&quot;x6&quot;) with base; (1) PKM13 Flag of Mexico (4&quot;x6&quot;) with base; (1) MIL403 Spanish Borders; (3) TDW164 Hurray for Spanish Pencils (36 pencils total) and (1) TL50 Classroom Rules in Spanish; (1) TL99 More Classroom Rules in Spanish.</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mail your order to**
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
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SPANISH MUY BIEN STICKERS
Spanish stickers each with a Spanish flag and Muy Bien message - perfect for Spanish teachers or after school clubs! Each pack contains 140 1” stickers.
MIL425.................................140 Stickers, $9.95

SPANISH MINI STICKERS
Little stickers to reward great work in Spanish class, your pupils will be delighted to receive one of these whatever age they are! 121 each of 5 designs for a total of 605 stickers. About 1/2” in diameter.
MIL411.................Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH SUPER STICKERS
Large 1” in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers with the 4 following expressions: ¡Magnifico!; ¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; ¡Fantástico!
MIL404.............Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH SUPER "SPARKLE" STICKERS-SET 4
Large 1” in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers with the 5 following expressions: ¡Muy Bien!; ¡Excelente!; ¡Estupendo!; ¡Fantastico!.
MIL405.........Spanish Stickers, $6.95

SPANISH SPARKLING VARIETY STICKERS
Large 1” in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers with the 5 following expressions: Bien Hecho!, Muy Bien!, Excelente!, Estupendo!, Fantastico!
MIL426...............125 Spanish Stickers, $6.95

PREMIO DE EXCELENCIA MEDAL
Reward and motivate students with a prize for merit. These medals are made of metal with a durable long-lasting finish and come on a red ribbon. Medal measures 50mm in diameter.
MIL422.....................Medal, $4.95
HURRAY FOR SPANISH PENCILS
Show students your love of Spanish!
One dozen No.2 pencils. ¡Viva el español!
TDW164.........Spanish Pencils, $3.99

SPANISH STICKER PACK
Ten sheets of assorted sizes.
1,300 stickers in total.
MIL409.........Sticker Pack, $17.95

SPANISH REWARD STICKERS
Each pack contains six different messages: Buen trabajo:
Muy Bien; Excelente; Bien; Genial; Estupendo.
(440) 3/4” stickers per pack.
MIL424........................................440 Stickers, $12.95

HAND-LETTERED SPANISH STICKERS
Hand-lettered text is everywhere these days, including these stickers!
Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1912.............100 Stickers, $3.99

EMOJI SPANISH STICKERS
Communicate with your students in a language they understand—icons like what they use to talk to each other! Ten different emoji symbols. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on holographic foil, for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1913..................100 Stickers, $3.99

HURRAY FOR SPANISH PENCILS
Show students your love of Spanish!
One dozen No.2 pencils. ¡Viva el español!
TDW164.........Spanish Pencils, $3.99

SPANISH STICKER PACK
Ten sheets of assorted sizes.
1,300 stickers in total.
MIL409.........Sticker Pack, $17.95

SPANISH REWARD STICKERS
Each pack contains six different messages: Buen trabajo:
Muy Bien; Excelente; Bien; Genial; Estupendo.
(440) 3/4” stickers per pack.
MIL424........................................440 Stickers, $12.95

HAND-LETTERED SPANISH STICKERS
Hand-lettered text is everywhere these days, including these stickers!
Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1912.............100 Stickers, $3.99

EMOJI SPANISH STICKERS
Communicate with your students in a language they understand—icons like what they use to talk to each other! Ten different emoji symbols. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on holographic foil, for a total of 100 stickers.
Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1913..................100 Stickers, $3.99
HASHTAG SPANISH STICKERS
Your students love to categorize their tweets and facebook posts with hashtags. Now you can tag their work as #fabuloso and #muybien. These sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1” x 1”.
TDE1857.................60 Stickers, $1.69

FOREST FRIENDS SPANISH STICKERS
From a debonair deer in a turtleneck to a geek-chic rabbit, these forest creatures know how to accessorize. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on shiny foil, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1914.................100 Stickers, $3.99

SPEECH BUBBLES SPANISH STICKERS
Let your students know they’ve done great work with these eye-popping Spanish stickers! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1668.............60 Stickers, $1.69

SUGAR SKULLS SPANISH STICKERS
Brightly decorated sugar skulls are printed on holographic foil for a stunning glittery effect! Your students will love these year round, not just for Day of the Dead! Ten sheets of 10 assorted full-color die-cut stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1916.................100 Stickers, $3.99

SPACE CATS SPANISH STICKERS
Cats are cool, and space is cool—why not cats in space? Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers on holographic foil, for a total of 100 stickers. Each sticker measures approximately 1” x 1”.
TDE1915.................100 Stickers, $3.99

PAPEL PICADO SPANISH STICKERS
Classic calavera images by the famous Mexican artist Jose Guadalupe Posada and delicate papel picados make these stickers cool all year long, but especially for Day of the Dead! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60. Each sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1669.............60 Stickers, $1.69

SIGHTS OF LATIN AMERICA SPANISH STICKERS
Famous places and exotic animals of Latin America decorate these Spanish praise word stickers! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1” x 1-1/2”.
TDE1663.................60 Stickers, $1.69

CHARGE your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SPANISH STICKERS
These new birthday stickers have more colors and styles than past versions! Three sheets of 20 assorted full color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each round sticker measures over one inch across.
TDE1863...........................60 Stickers, $1.69

BELIEVE SPANISH STICKERS
El chupacabra says, "Be Yourself," unicorns say, "You Are Magical," and Bigfoot says, "Nothing Is Impossible!" Who would know better about the power of believing in oneself than these guys? Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1878............................60 Stickers, $1.69

FELIZ NAVIDAD STICKERS
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package contains 125 stickers.
MIL421.....125 Stickers, $6.95

TXT MSG SPANISH STICKERS
Since your students love to abbreviate things and are always trying to be funny, they are sure to love getting an mdr (muerto de risa) or a gnl! (Genial !) from you. Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately 1 inch across.
TDE1877............................60 Stickers, $1.69

SWEET SUCCESS SPANISH STICKERS
Students savor their success when you reward them with stickers featuring Spanish and Latin American sweets! Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2064..................100 Stickers, $2.99

OMBRE DOT SPANISH STICKERS
¡Genial! Get almost 1,000 stickers with a hand-colored ombre design. Stickers feature four different positive affirmations. 960 half-inch stickers.
TDE2061..........................Stickers, $9.99

HISPANIC ARTIST SPANISH STICKERS
Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers featuring artists Frida Kahlo, Diego Rivera, Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali, and Aurora Reyes, for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2073..........................100 Stickers, $2.99

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

SMILE SPANISH STICKERS
Give your students something to smile about! Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2067 .......................................................100 Stickers, $2.99

TDE2074 .................................................................100 Stickers, $2.99

CALAVERAS STICKERS
Five designs, 100 stickers per pack. Approximate sticker size is one inch.
TDE2070 ....100 Stickers, $2.99

PASSPORT STAMP SPANISH STICKERS
Stickers feature the flags of five Spanish-speaking countries from around the world: Mexico, Spain, Equatorial Guinea, Peru, and Puerto Rico. Five sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers for a total of 100 stickers. Each round sticker measures approximately one inch across.

LAROUSSE MINI SPANISH/ENGLISH SPANISH DICTIONARY
Over 30,000 references and 40,000 translations, with complete coverage of most useful keywords and phrases. An ideal companion for tourist or student.
Paperback, 3"x4-3/8", 640 pages.
LKC030 .................................................Book, $5.95

LAROUSSE POCKET SPANISH/ENGLISH SPANISH DICTIONARY
Students and travelers will find this dictionary an essential aid for mastering a wide range of conversational and written Spanish. Contains over 80,000 translations, all presented in a clear and easy-to-read format.
Softcover, 4-1/4"x7", 800 pages.
LKC490 .................................................Book, $6.95

DICIONARIO DE LA LENGUA ESPAÑOLA ESencial (Essential Dictionary of the Spanish Language)
This monolingual dictionary contains over 30,000 entries and 54,000 meanings, including those unique to Latin American Spanish. Also includes an appendix of word formation and a verb conjugation chart.
Paperback, 4-1/2"x7", 736 pages.
LKC951 .....................................................$6.50

VOX COMPACT SPANISH AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY, THIRD EDITION (B-I)
The Vox Compact Spanish and English Dictionary is edited to serve the needs of beginning and intermediate students. Contains more than 85,000 entries. Special listings for idioms, current terms, grammatical concepts and pronunciation.
5-1/2"x8-1/2", 864 pages.
99507 .......................................................Softbound, $11.95
99521 .......................................................Hardbound, $16.95

LIBRO DE SINÓNIMOS Y ANTÓNIMOS PARA ESTUDIANTES
Spanish Thesaurus for Students Middle and high school students studying Spanish as a second language, as well as students whose first language is Spanish, will find a wealth of words and their synonyms to enrich their Spanish vocabulary.
Close to 6,000 words presented alphabetically, each followed by a list of synonyms. Many of the entry words also offer their antonym, or opposite meaning.
Paperback, 6"x9", approx. 260 pages.
BAR43212 .............................................Book, $12.95

LAROUSSE SPANISH DICTIONARY
70,000 Words, Expressions and Translations
Paperback, 4-1/4"x7-1/4", 720 pages.
LKC028 ......................................................Book, $7.95

LAROUSSE POCKET SPANISH DICTIONARY
30,000 words, 80,000 translations
Softcover, 4-1/4"x7", 480 pages.
LKC480 ......................................................Book, $5.95

DICCIONARIO DE LA LENGUA ESPAÑOLA
This monolingual dictionary contains over 30,000 entries and 54,000 meanings, including those unique to Latin American Spanish. Also includes an appendix of word formation and a verb conjugation chart.
Paperback, 4-1/2"x7", 736 pages.
LKC951 .....................................................$6.50
90,000 references and 120,000 translations enable users to expand their knowledge of these languages. Includes generous coverage of idioms, grammar, phrasal verbs, and Latin-American usage. Paperback, 5"x7-3/4", 1280 pages.

LKC092...........................................$12.95

THE SPANISH TEACHER’S BOOK OF LISTS (B/A)
This versatile book contains 150 reproducible pages of creative activities, exercises, and references for students, as well as dozens of techniques to make teaching easier and more effective. Handouts include classroom expressions, models for dialogues and drills, content and function words, material on Spanish language and culture, and more. Projects include writing poetry, exchanging letters, reading news-papers, producing dramas, and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 228 pages.

TL340........................................Book, $24.95
TL340CD..................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL340DL............................Download (PDF), $17.95

COMPLETE SPANISH ALL-IN-ONE, PREMIUM
SECOND EDITION (B-I)
Drawn from five workbooks from the bestselling Practice Makes Perfect series, this powerhouse volume features all the knowledge and practice you need to master Spanish. With Practice Makes Perfect: Complete Spanish All-in-One, you will build your Spanish vocabulary, straighten out your sentences, overcome your fear of verb tenses, master the intricacies of grammar, and much more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 642 pages.

21056........................................Book, $37.95

WHAT THE SPANISH TEACHER CANNOT
AFFORD TO FORGET (B-A)
Ready-to-use collection of handouts on all aspects of language teaching and learning with suggestions, guidelines and references. The best of the old along with new practical, student-friendly exercises. No teacher prep needed. Find where your students are weak and select the correct practice sheet annotated according to year level and subject area. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 100 pages.

TL344.......................................Book, $24.95
TL344CD..........................Book on CD, $19.95
TL344DL........................Download (PDF), $17.95

50+ FLIPPED VOCAB LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
With 50+ Flipped Vocab Lessons for the Spanish Classroom, your students prepare themselves for vocabulary lessons through out-of-class, independent research prior to class—which leaves them much more class time to use and explore the language in the in-class assignments. Organized into over 50 theme-based lessons with useful, everyday vocabulary, the lessons move your students through various real-life situations to allow them to practice their oral and written skills.

Students will learn basic research skills, improve their Spanish writing and speaking, and expand their Spanish vocabularies. Book on CD included. Spiralbound, 9" x 11", 95 pages.

TDB4729.......................................Book, $43.99

ELI VOCABULARIO ILUSTRADO
ESPAÑOL
Colorful, authentic and intuitive this picture dictionary is ideal to help students learn or review basic vocabulary. Relevant situations, direct connection between words and pictures, and free online audio version and entertaining digital exercises make learning fun. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.

DIS4628.................................Book, $14.95

SPANISH TEACHER’S TREASURE BOOK OF SUPPLEMENTAL LESSONS (B-A)
These 150 lessons vary from ten minute "quickies" to whole units. Levels of lessons (elementary to advanced) are indicated. Whether you need a lesson to reinforce or develop grammar concepts, vocab-ulary, or reading comprehension, it’s here. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 178 pages.

TL342.................................Book, $24.95
TL342CD............................Book on CD, $19.95
TL342DL........................Download (PDF), $17.95

ELI DICCIONARIO ILUSTRADO ESPAÑOL
This volume offers 85 illustrated themed pages to introduce topics like home, family, school and work, as well as general topics such as the environment and astronomy. Includes Online Digital Book containing the recording of all words to practice pronunciation, the audio of all dialogues and digital activities for each situation. Vinyl cover, 8-1/2" x 12", 160 pages.

DIS7070............................Dictionary, $21.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
80+ FLIPPED CULTURE LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM
Our 80+ Flipped Lessons for Spanish Culture book helps teachers introduce students to Spanish culture using lessons as out-of-class assignments or as in-class computer activities. "Flipping" is when the teacher no longer lectures but uses class time to work with the students. Teachers use their time to interact with students and do more guided learning. This book contains worksheets for the students to complete and bring to class for discussions. Book contains a printable CD. Softcover, 9" x 11", 82 pages.
TDB4388 .........................................................Book, $43.99

45+ FLIPPED GRAMMAR LESSONS FOR THE SPANISH CLASSROOM BOOK
Organized into over 45 theme-based lessons, the lessons guide students through the discovery and understanding of grammatical rules based on their own research—rather than simply relying on rules they are given. Early lessons cover basic vocabulary and sentence structure. Later lessons include past, present, and future tenses, conditional and subjunctive, and comparisons of forms which are often confused. Book on CD included. Spiralbound 9"x11", 55 pages.
TDB4730 .........................................................Book, $43.99

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: COMPLETE SPANISH GRAMMAR (B-I)
This book will help you master regular, stem-changing, and irregular present tense verbs; when to use ser, and when estar is needed; reflexive verbs and constructions; the imperfect versus the preterit; verbs of motion in progressive tenses; formation of tenses in the subjunctive mood; relative pronouns: que, quien, el que, cuyo; the various uses of para and por; exclamations, numbers, and more. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 400 pages.
63156 .........................................................Book, $17.95

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH CONVERSATION (B-I)
Organized into 13 units, this bestselling guide presents realistic everyday dialogues, followed by helpful instruction on current syntax and word usage, as well as lots of conversation-ready phrases. Each dialogue is also followed by a variety of exercises that give the opportunity to put new phrases to use. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 204 pages.
62197 .........................................................Book, $16.95

180 PRACTICE TESTS FOR SPANISH (B-A)
Improve skills and proficiency, use these tests as inventory tools to help students discover their weaknesses. A practical hands-on style to testing beginning to advanced levels. Each test takes 3–15 minutes, depending on the length and complexity. Will relieve some of the teacher's workload since they require ZERO PREPARATION. Answer sheets provided. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 154 pages.
TL346 .........................................................Book, $24.95
TL346CD .......................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL346DL ..............................................Download (PDF), $17.95

MI LIBRO DE GRAMÁTICA WARM-UPS BOOK
One-page grammar warm-ups for the beginning of class. Introduce Spanish grammar concepts to students using concise explanations and writing practice. Covers novice topics such as present and past tense, adjectives, and expressions. Spiralbound, 8"x11", 56 pages. Book on CD included.
TDB4858 .........................................................Book, $45.99

SPANISH MIDDLE SCHOOL LESSONS (B)
135 reproducible lessons on 58 topics, plus basic grammar exercises for grades 5-9. Includes creative presentations of practical vocabulary; communicative activities; an introduction to reading; functional expressions; easy, yet challenging beginning grammar exercises. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 184 pages.
TL348 .................................................Book, $24.95
TL348CD ....................................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL348DL ..............................................Download (PDF), $17.95

PRETERITE AND IMPERFECT MADE EASY
Teachers have always said that the imperfect preterite is hard to teach. Not anymore! This book gives you 19 very funny stories. The Hoja de Reglas helps students choose and understand the correct verb tense, either preterite or imperfect. Includes puzzles, word searches, pre-reading, reading and post-reading activities with each story.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 86 pages.
TDB2059 .........................................................Book, $49.99

Call toll free to place your order 1-800-Applause (277-5287)
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: SPANISH PAST-TENSE VERBS UP CLOSE
Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish Past-Tense Verbs Up Close has established itself as the most effective resource for intermediate and advanced learners. Its clear explanations cut through what is often presented in an over complicated or incorrect way, while its exercises provide numerous opportunities for practice that will help you understand the nuances of this challenging grammar element. Softcover, 7"x9", 154 pages. 10725 .................................................Book, $19.95

501 SPANISH VERBS
This brand-new edition of 501 Spanish Verbs provides language learners with fingertip access to a carefully curated selection of the 501 most common Spanish verbs—in all tenses and moods! Each verb is listed alphabetically in chart form—one verb per page along with its English translation. Follow the clear, concise instruction, then take your language fluency to the next level with an all-new online activity center. Softcover, 6"x9", 686 pages. BAR60600 ......................................Book, $24.95

LAS AVENTURAS DE MIGUELITO (B)
Beginning Spanish students will enjoy meeting Miguelito, a 10-year-old Venezuelan mouse who travels from Caracas for a year of adventure in Bangor, Maine, with Peter, an American mouse. Basic vocabulary includes first-year topics such as weather, after-school activities, sports, holidays and family. Fun illustrations show Miguelito in class, playing soccer, visiting the mall and the beach. Paperback, 5"x7", 62 pages. TDB2836 .................................................Book, $9.99

CARTAS A MIGUELITO (I)
As Susana receives monthly letters from Miguelito in Venezuela, she begins to write him back telling him all about the exciting events that are happening in her life: a surprise birthday party, moving to a new home, helping organize a school-wide toy sale, vacations, and her brother's graduation from high school. Paperback, 5"x7", 56 pages. TDB4872..........................................Book, $9.99

SPANISH VERB WHEEL
Contains 42 of the most common verbs conjugated into various tenses. The back side contains tables of different types of verbs that depict the present indicative, present subjunctive, imperative, future, and much more. Two-hole punch to fit in a three-ring binder. Coated heavy cardstock. 9 x 9 inches. English, Spanish. All levels. TDR100 .................................................Verb Wheel, $6.99 20 or more, $6.50 each

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT, THE SPANISH SUBJUNCTIVE UP CLOSE (I-A)
With plenty of opportunities for practice, practice, practice, Practice Makes Perfect: The Spanish Subjunctive Up Close helps you better understand the nuances of this often-confusing grammar element, and develop your skills and confidence as a Spanish speaker with easy-to-absorb explanatory materials, examples and exercises. Includes authoritative guidance on how to form the four subjunctive tenses and when to use them. Softcover, 7-1/2"x9", 143 pages. 10749 .................................................Book, $18.95

MUJERES REVOLUCIONARIAS (B)
Fifteen influential women from various Spanish-speaking countries are highlighted, with a chapter dedicated to each one, all in Spanish. Each chapter includes interesting facts, a biographical reading with accompanying comprehension questions, a communicative activity, a Webquest, and a project (with rubric). Spiralbound 8-1/2" x 11", 126 pages. TDB6113 .................................................Book, $39.99

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
DON QUIJOTE DE LA MANCHA
Every page is filled with full-color illustrations that make Don Q come alive as a real person filled with dreams, fantasies and fears. The NEW Beginning Reader is just right for first-year students, and second-year students enjoy being able to read the more challenging Intermediate Reader. This new illustrated reader brilliantly combines the authentic charm of Cervantes' original text with high-powered comicbook style illustrations that will rivet your students' attention. Softcover, 8"x10", 68 pages.
TDB3026..........................Beginners’ Book, $13.99
TDB3036..........................Beginners’ Teacher’s Edition, $35.99
TDB3027..........................Intermediates’ Book, $13.99
TDB3037..........................Intermediates’ Teacher’s Edition, $35.99

21 MINICUENTOS FULL-SIZE REPRODUCIBLE SPANISH LEVEL 1 READER (B)
Our classic 21 Minicuentos reader is just 5 x 7 inches—our new, easier-to-read, easier-to-hold, easier-to-reproduce version is 8 x 11! You still get the same great 21 short stories, all in present tense, plus written and oral discussion questions. Includes titles like: Un mensaje de texto, Caos en el cine, Una hamburguesa en McDonald’s, and Una tarde en el Palacio Nacional. Also includes teaching suggestions and a complete glossary. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 36 pages.
TDB6375..........................Book, $35.99

21 MINICUENTOS
Twenty-one short, short stories in the present tense engage teen readers with one-page topical tales! Thorough (written and oral) discussion questions follow each chapter and ensure a beginning student’s complete understanding of the story and dialogue.
Paperback, 6"x8", 74 pages.
TDB3680..........................Book, $11.99

33 MINIDRAMAS IN SPANISH LEVEL 1 FULL-SIZE REPRODUCIBLE READER (B)
Our classic 33 Minidramas reader is just 5 x 8 inches—our new, easier-to-read, easier-to-hold, easier-to-reproduce version is 8 x 11! You still get the same great 33 minidramas, each just two to seven minutes long and all in present and preterite tense. Includes teen-friendly topics like going to Starbucks, online drama, and losing a cell phone. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
TDB6376..........................Book, $32.99

AESOP’S UN-CLASSIC FABLES IN SPANISH (B/I)
All ten of these fables are written mostly in the present tense for levels I & II Spanish students. Each fable comes with a twisted ending that the students will love. Also included with each fable are several activities that are reproducible and can be used as homework or a comprehension check. Use as a reader, as mini-dramas to be acted out in teams or groups, as a puppet show for the younger students—or a combination of all three. This 96-page reproducible booklet comes with a how-to section, a general overview, standards covered, fables, activities, glossary, and answer key. Softcover, 9"x11", 96 pages, includes a CD.
TDB4303..........................Book, $39.99

READ AND THINK SPANISH
Build a rich Spanish vocabulary without the burden of boring repetition or tedious memorization with Read & Think Spanish. In this book, you will find more than 100 intriguing articles written in Spanish about the enchanting diversity of Latino culture—from Spain’s Andres Segovia to Peru’s ancient fishing techniques to El Dia de los Muertos in Mexico and the United States. Free online audio. Paperback, 7"x9", 240 pages.
36312..........................Book, $19.95

33 MINIDRAMAS IN SPANISH
21 MINICUENTOS
AESOP’S UN-CLASSIC FABLES
READ AND THINK SPANISH

S-29
Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
FRIDA KAHLO READERS
These readers feature full audio for every chapter, accessible via QR codes. Simply scan the QR codes with a smartphone or tablet using any free QR reader. Laptop users access audio via included web addresses. Also, your purcgase includes a FREE download with comprehension questions and answer keys. Each book: $8.00; 10 or more, $7.50 each; 25 or more. $7.00 each.

FRIDA SOY QUIEN SOY (Level 2)
Here is Frida reimagined, talking about her life as it inspired her most famous paintings. Artfully written by Gail Bellamy and Vicki Draeger, and translated by Sonia Dolores Estrada Morales, this book talks about Frida’s life and thoughts for a glimpse of her motivations and beliefs.

Softcover, 5" x 7", 64 pages. Level 2; Unique Words: 402; Total Words: 2,348; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, pretérito, imperfecto (with a couple instances of: subjuntivo, imperfecto de subjuntivo); Glossary: yes. TDB7071......................Book, $8.00

FRIDA SOY COMPLICADA (Level 3)
But Frida Kahlo was not an icon. She was a human being. Here is Frida reimagined in the first person, talking about her life as it inspired her most famous paintings. Artfully written by Gail Bellamy and Vicki Draeger, and translated by Sonia Dolores Estrada Morales, this book goes inside Frida’s thoughts for a glimpse of her motivations and beliefs, often using her own words. Like any Frida Kahlo book, it contains references to her over-the-top romantic adventures.

Softcover, 5" x 7", 64 pages. Level 3; Unique Words: 466; Total Words: 2,397; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, pretérito, imperfecto, subjuntivo (with a couple instances of: imperfecto de subjuntivo, pluscuamperfecto de subjuntivo); Glossary: yes. TDB7060.............................Book, $8.00

MICROCUENTOS CUBANOS (B/I)
Take your students to the streets of Havana and beyond with microcuentos—super short stories with fantasy endings. Each story introduces important Cuban people and places with topics like: Vamos a cantar: El Malecón, Celia Cruz; Los almendrones: La calle Prado, Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda; ¡Es é!: La calle Obispo, Compay Segundo. Spiralbound, 8-1/2"x11", 93 pages. TDB6370.................Book, $42.99

LOS NOVIOS - SPANISH LEVEL 1 ENHANCED™ READER
Carmen, Eric, and Mario have been best friends since kindergarten. Find out what happens when Eric allows himself to give in to deeper feelings for the beautiful, athletic, intelligent Carmen. Look out when Beto, a new kid in school, tries to woo her, too! This colorful reader, enhanced with QR codes, allows students to get to know the characters better by seeing and listening to their biographies and watching videos of some dialogue throughout the book. Simply scan the QR codes with your smartphone or tablet using any free QR code reader. Includes: 317 unique words, 5,943 total words, (mostly present tense), with a glossary. Softcover, 5"x8", 65 pages. TDB6673 .......................Book, $8.00

EL INTERCAMBIO SPANISH - LEVEL 1 ENHANCED™ READER
Carmen is given a chance to travel from Mérida to Querétaro and stay with a family to learn about the rich history, customs, and culture in a different state of Mexico. Join her as she sets out to make new friends and learns a lesson about relationships along the way. This colorful reader, enhanced with QR codes, allows students to get to know the characters better by seeing and listening to their biographies and watching videos of some dialogue throughout the book. Each chapter questions have at the end to stimulate higher thinking and use of Spanish. At the end, the entire book is read in reader’s-theater style to help reinforce vocabulary and comprehension. A must-have for every Spanish student! Simply scan the QR codes with your smartphone or tablet using any free QR code reader. Includes: 484 unique words, 4,629 total words, (mostly present tense), with a glossary. Softcover, 5"x8", 65 pages. TDB6674 .......................Book, $8.00

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
¡SÍ, YO PUEDO! SPANISH-LEVEL 1 ENHANCED™ READER

Mario, the class clown, has a challenge: to get good grades. If he does, his parents will take him on a trip for spring break. He plans to rely on his intelligent and studious girlfriend, Cristina. She gets frustrated, and eventually Mario realizes that he CAN do it on his own! This colorful reader, enhanced with QR codes, allows students to get to know the characters better by seeing and listening to their biographies and watching videos of some dialogue throughout the book. Each chapter has questions at the end to stimulate higher thinking and use of Spanish. At the end, the entire book is read in reader’s-theater style to help reinforce vocabulary and comprehension. A must-have for every Spanish student! Simply scan the QR codes with your smartphone or tablet using any free QR code reader. Includes: 405 unique words, 4,476 total words, (mostly present tense), with a glossary. Softcover, 5”x8”, 65 pages.

TDB6675 .......................................................................................................................................................... Book, $8.00

SPANISH ACQUISITION™ READERS

These readers feature full audio for every chapter, accessible via QR codes. Simply scan the QR codes with a smartphone or tablet using any free QR code reader. Laptop users access audio via included web addresses. Also, your purchase includes a FREE download with comprehension questions and answer keys. Each Book, $8.00; 10 or more, $7.50 each; 25 or more, $7.00 each.

CINCO PESOS: LEVEL 1
Not long after arriving in San Miguel, Mexico, Matilda realizes… she’s gotta go! What she doesn’t realize, though, is that public restrooms in Mexico aren’t free. Matilda and her family either need to find their hotel or figure out how to get a few pesos to pay for the restroom—and FAST. Will Matilda make it in time? Unique Words: 119; Total Words: 2,355; Tense(s): presente, pasado; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5”x7”, 48 pages.

SEMANA SANTA EN ESPANA: LEVEL 1
Twins Shyla and Lamar are living in Spain when they take part in their first Semana Santa! Can their new friends help them overcome their fears of big crowds and the ghostly nazarenos? And what about those bolas de cera anyway…? Includes a FREE download with comprehension questions and answer keys. Unique Words: 332; Total Words: 2,823; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, pretérito, subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 48 pages.

PURA VIDA: LEVEL 1
Pablo decides to visit Costa Rica for his 18th birthday, and while he quickly gets lost, he’s able to make some friends who can help him out and show him around. But can his new friends help when his wallet is stolen? What will Pablo do? Unique Words: 259; Total Words: 2,598; Tense(s): presente, pretérito, futuro; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5”x7”, 53 pages.

SEBAS EN EL PATIO: LEVEL 1
Sebas loves watching the animals in his neighborhood and taking pictures with his robot. But when those animals become boring, he makes a plan to invite even more animals into his yard. Will Sebas’ plan work? Includes a FREE download with comprehension questions and answer keys. Unique Words: 296; Total Words: 3,683; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 80 pages.

¿AHORITA?: LEVEL 1
Wyatt learns the meaning of ahorita in this playful take on the meaning of a very confusing word! Students learn colloquial expressions and modes of communication as two friends text each other in order to meet up. Unique Words: 312; Total Words: 1,995; Tense(s): infinitivo, gerundio, pretérito subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5”x7”, 49 pages.

EL CELULAR PERDIDO: LEVEL 1
Foreign exchange student Emma is hanging out with her host sister when she realizes her brand-new cell phone is missing. Together, they must track it down before it’s gone forever—and before Emma gets in BIG trouble! Includes a FREE download with comprehension questions and answer keys. Unique Words: 546; Total Words: 4,329; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, participio, pretérito, subjuntivo, imperfecto de subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Level 1. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 87 pages.

LA LEYENDA DE POPOCÁTÉPETL E IZTACCHUATL: LEVEL 1
Before Romeo and Juliet... There were Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl. Iztaccíhuatl is the daughter of a chief, and Popocatépetl is a brave warrior. When they meet, it’s love at first sight—but can their feelings for each other survive when Popocatépetl goes to war? Unique Words: 236; Total Words: 2,096; Tense(s): presente, pretérito, futuro; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5”x7”, 47 pages.

ESCAPA DEL AMAZONAS: LEVEL 1
Ethan and Mia take the trip of a lifetime to the Amazon, but when their boat capsizes and they’re the only survivors, their dream vacation becomes a matter of life and death. Together they must fight the elements to survive, but this young couple isn't alone in the jungle. Unique Words: 236; Total Words: 2,347; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, pretérito, subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Level 1. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 48 pages.

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
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SPANISH ACQUISITION™ READERS CONTINUED

Each Book, $8.00; 10 or more, $7.50 each; 25 or more, $7.00 each.

**ARMANDO, LA ALPACA AVENTURERA: LEVEL 1**
Armando is an alpaca living in Peru, and he wants nothing more than to see the world. Follow along as Armando travels to Spain, where he tries tapas for the first time, runs with the bulls, dances flamenco, and so much more! Unique Words: 315; Total Words: 3,760; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 64 pages. TDB6839

**UN SUSTO POR LA CIUDAD: LEVEL 2**
Twins Gabriel and Carolina bring home a stray cat, but when it escapes through an open window, they’re led on a chase through the streets of Guadalajara! Where did the cat go, and can the twins find it without getting lost themselves? Unique Words: 431; Total Words: 3,930; Tense(s): presente, pretérito, imperfecto, infinitivo, gerundio, presente del subjuntivo, imperativo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 78 pages. TDB6831

**CELOSO POR AMOR: LEVEL 1**
Toño receives a scholarship to attend school in Puebla, Mexico, where he makes friends with a beautiful girl and immediately makes an enemy in a jealous classmate. Not only that, but the girl’s family is shocked when they learn who she’s been seeing. Unique Words: 187; Total Words: 4,793; Tense(s): infinitivo, presente; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 77 pages. TDB6825

**EL PRIMER TRABAJO DE NAYELI: LEVEL 2**
Nayeli loves her new part-time job at the bodega, but when she meets Cristián in the checkout line, her life is turned upside down. Her parents forbid her from seeing him again—Mexicans and Puerto Ricans can’t be friends. As racial tensions climb, Nayeli wonders, why can’t they all just get along? Unique Words: 367; Total Words: 7,271; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, condicional, subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 96 pages. TDB6833

**PACO Y LUCÍA: LEVEL 2**
Moving to a new town means a new school and new friends, but when Lucía tries to befriend Paco, she discovers that she isn't welcome. Then, just when it seems like she'll never fit in, Lucía finds friendship through the universal language of song. Unique Words: 372; Total Words: 6,058; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 84 pages. TDB6824

**LA QUINCEÑERA DE NAYELI: LEVEL 2**
Nayeli is back, and this time she's getting ready for her quinceañera! But the lead-up to her big day takes a turn for the worse when she discovers her locker has been broken into and her precious art projects are gone! Where could they be and who could have taken them? As her quince draws near and a new catastrophe arises, Nayeli is forced to focus on an even bigger question—will her family be together for her special day? Unique Words: 438; Total Words: 6,759; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, pretérito, imperfecto, imperativo, condicional; Glossary: yes. Level 2. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 91 pages. TDB6842

**RESCATE EN LA MONTAÑA: LEVEL 2**
Cristóbal wakes up in the middle of the Honduran jungle. Tied up, lost, and with no memory of what happened, he begins to lose hope. Meanwhile, Pedro is an indigenous boy just trying to help his family get by. Neither one knows it, but their paths are about to cross... Unique Words: 368; Total Words: 3,658; Tense(s): presente, pretérito, imperfecto, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 64 pages. TDB6830

**ENCONTRAR TU VOZ: LEVEL 2**
When 13-year-old Sarah moves from one end of North America to the other, there's a lot for her to get used to. She has to learn another language all while trying to make new friends—it's not easy! Her family is there to support her through the ups and downs of fitting in, but when the girls at school find out who her family is, will they still accept her? Unique Words: 338; Total Words: 3,310; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, imperativo, pretérito, futuro, subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Level 2. Softcover, 5” x 7” inches, 63 pages. TDB6841

**UNA SORPRESA: LEVEL 2**
El Día de los Muertos is extra special for Javier, Ramón, and Lola—it’s also their mom’s birthday! They can’t wait to surprise her with breakfast in bed, but what’s supposed to be a happy day soon turns to panic when she’s nowhere to be found. What happened to their mom and where could she be? Unique Words: 445; Total Words: 3,799; Tense(s): presente, infinitivo, gerundio, pretérito, imperfecto, imperativo, pluscuamperfecto; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5” x 7”, 64 pages. TDB6822

...continued on next page
EL RELOJ DE ARENA: LEVEL 3
Bored with small-town life, the last thing Esteban wants to do is work on his parents’ farm. He’d rather go to university in the big city, and one night, he sneaks out to do just that. But when Esteban stops to rest in an abandoned church, something catches his eye. It’s an hourglass, and when he turns it over, it allows him to travel through time! Just where or when Esteban will end up, only the hourglass knows… Unique Words: 148; Total Words: 4,265; Tense(s): infinitivo, presente, imperfecto, pretérito, condicional, presente del subjuntivo, imperfecto del subjuntivo; Glossary: yes. Softcover, 5”x7”, 62 pages.

NEW FIRST YEAR READERS (B)

EL VIAJE
Emily is ecstatic about spending part of her summer with a family in Querétaro, Mexico! But her boyfriend Erik isn't so keen on his girlfriend taking off for another country. The trip teaches Emily about the history, customs, and cultures of Mexico, and some new lessons about relationships! Paperback, 5”x8”, 60 pages.

EL DESAFÍO
Steve's parents give him a challenge: get good grades on his trimester exams, and they will take him to Mexico for spring break! Steve thinks he's got it made and plans to rely on his "good grades" girlfriend to help him pass. But when his frustrated girlfriend puts her foot down, Steve learns that he has to put in the effort himself to get what he wants. Paperback, 5”x8”, 56 pages.

LA NOVIA
Erik and his two best buddies, Steve and Emily, are in high school now. When Emily starts to spend time with other people (guys in particular), Erik discovers some new feelings toward Emily, that he doesn't know how to handle. Steve helps Erik deal with his "more than friends" feelings for Emily. Paperback, 5”x8”, 56 pages.
NEW GRADED SPANISH READER SERIES

The publisher is transitioning from audio CD included with each book to online audio. Please refer to our website: www.applauselearning.com to check which format is available.

All Books: Paperback, 6"x8".
A2-level books contain 800 words; 80 pages.
B1-level—1,000 words; 96 pages.
B2-level—1,800 words; 128 pages.

A2-LEVEL BOOKS

Bodas de Sangre
DIS6005 ..........Book/Free Online Audio, $14.95
El Lazarillo de Tormes
DIS6594 ..........Book/Free Online Audio, $14.95
Madrid Me Encantas
DIS3089.................Book/Audio CD, $11.95

B1-LEVEL BOOK

Marianela
DIS7966 ..............Book/Free Online Audio, $14.95

B2-LEVEL BOOK

Don Quijote de La Mancha
DIS3004 ......Book/Free Online Audio, $14.95

POBRE ANA BAILÓ TANGO (B)

Ana, the main character in this story, is the same one as in Pobre Ana, the first novella in this series. After her trip to Mexico, Ana changed, and she wanted to go to other countries. In this story the school gives her the opportunity to travel again, this time to Buenos Aires, Argentina. She has two goals—to keep improving her Spanish and to learn to dance the tango. Ana realizes that the tango is an art and she has a lot to learn. In the process, she makes friends, buys special tango shoes, meets a handsome tango teacher and, most importantly, learns about Argentine culture.

Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL449 .................................................Book, $7.95

LA ESTATUA (B)

When Lola’s dad returns home from a trip at Chichen Itza he brings a special gift. It isn’t the gift they all expected because the gift has mystical powers that haunt the family. Find out what Lola can do to escape the powers of the Chacmool (Chac mool) and rescue her family from its Terror!

Paperback, 5"x7", 68 pages.
CPL094 .................................................Book, $7.95

LAS AVENTURAS DE ISABELA

Las Aventuras de Isabela is the first novel in the Fluency Fast series for true beginners. It uses a vocabulary of only 200 Spanish words to tell a 2,200-word story. It is repetitive and simple and uses many cognates to make the book comprehensible to beginning adults and children. Isabela Huffman is a precocious 8-1/2 year-old girl who can’t seem to keep herself out of trouble on a visit to Guanajuato, Mexico, with her mother.

Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages.
CPL315 .............................................Book, $7.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
LEER Y APRENDER
A series of graded readers that aim at increasing learners' linguistic competence through extensive reading practice. Stories are either original or retold classics. The series is graded according to the linguistic standards set for each level. Each reader contains activities and illustrations that help students check and understand the story. Activities focus on basic grammar structures, as well as written and oral exercises.
Each book is paperback, 5-1/2"x8", with an audio CD included.
Each book is $18.95; 10 or more $17.95 each book

The publisher is transitioning from audio CD included with each book to online audio. All books that already have online audio are marked with an asterisk (*) after the title. Please refer to our website: www.applauselearning.com to check which format is available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item #</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CID5204</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>En Busca de Boby</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID7307</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Haciendo Camino*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9431</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Historia de Una Gaviota y del Gato Que le Enseno a Volar*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8434</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Misterio en Buenos Aires*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID3415</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Zorro*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID6355</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Amaia Se Conecta</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9448</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Casamiento Enganososo-El Coloquio de los Perros*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID5570</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Recetas Peligrosas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID5211</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Traicion en La Corte de Filipe III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID7209</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Conde Lucanor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8640</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Cuentos de la selva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID4252</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>El Collar Visigodo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID5228</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>El Cantar de mio Cid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0581</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Dejar Huelia*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID7291</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Don Quijote de la Mancha*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID2234</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Edad de Oro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9241</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Una estrella en peligro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0598</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Historias de un Perro Llamado Leal*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9289</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Indagaciones por Madrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID3422</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Juan Darian y Otros Relatos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID6362</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Lazarillo de Tormes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0353</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Novelas ejemplares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8427</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Mundo de Fin del Mundo*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1244</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Fórmula Secreta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1268</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Princesa del Artico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8441</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Sueño de Goya*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9883</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>La casa de Bernarda Alba*</td>
<td>B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8108</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>La Celestina*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID5947</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Don Juan Tenorio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID5563</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Niebla*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0360</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El lirio de los valles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0377</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Fuente Ovejuna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0895</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>La Fuerza de Las Palabras*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9869</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Matadero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID3317</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Carmen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8979</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>La Gitanailla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1275</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Cuentos Fantástico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID2241</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Secreto del Viejo Olmo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0353</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Novelas ejemplares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8427</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Mundo de Fin del Mundo*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1244</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Fórmula Secreta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1268</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Princesa del Artico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8441</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Sueño de Goya*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID9289</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Indagaciones por Madrid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID3422</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Juan Darian y Otros Relatos</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID6362</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Lazarillo de Tormes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID0353</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Novelas ejemplares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8427</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Mundo de Fin del Mundo*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1244</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Fórmula Secreta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID1268</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>La Princesa del Artico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CID8441</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>El Sueño de Goya*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CARL NO QUIERE IR A MÉXICO (B)
Carl no quiere ir a México contains more than 5,000 words but has only a 350-word vocabulary. High frequency vocabulary and structures are presented repeatedly. Nine-year-old Carl is not happy. His mother is moving him to Mexico. He doesn't speak Spanish. He misses all of his favorite foods. He doesn't have any friends. He's desperately unhappy. Carl doesn't want to go to Mexico! When he starts finding sick and starving stray dogs on the streets of Guanajuato, he finds out he's not the only one who is miserable. But did he find them in time or is it already too late? Paperback, 5"x7", 50 pages.

CPL722 ......................................................................Book, $7.95

BERTO Y SUS BUENAS IDEAS (B)
Berto is an eleven-year-old boy who lives in Madrid, Spain. His best friend is Paquita. Poor Berto has one big problem. He does not like school. He does not like to study. He does not like to do homework. Besides, his teachers are really strange. Fortunately, Berto has a lot of good ideas. He thinks of many fun and exciting things to do rather than going to school. Paperback, 5"x7", 48 pages.

CPL763 ..................................................................Book, $7.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
POBRE ANA (B)
Pobre Ana is a 15-year-old California girl who is dealing with being a teenager and materialism in high school. She has problems with her family and friends. She has an opportunity to live in Mexico for a few months. Her time in Mexico changes Ana’s outlook on life for the better. With a variety of illustrations and easy language in both present and past tense, your students will acquire high frequency language while enjoying an engaging story. Illustrations in color! Paperback, 5"x7", 45 pages in the present tense; 45 pages in the past tense. CPL817 ..............................................................................Book, $7.95

POBRE ANA MODERNA (B)
Ana thinks her life is so ad because things aren’t going her way with her family. When she compares herself to her friends, things get even worse. Her only solution is to go to Mexico for a couple of months and escape all of her problems. Will a summer in Mexico be the answer to her problems or will things in her life stay the same? Color illustrations Paperback, 5"x7", 58 pages. CPL241 .............................................Book, $7.95

BART QUIERE UN GATO (B)
Bart realizes something is missing in his life. He embarks on a search for the perfect cat! Help him find it with twists and turns galore! YOU decide where the story goes...it’s your story. But beware, for there could be danger lurking at any given turn! And once YOU finish, read the story again to find all of the different endings! Written with a unique word count of less than 70 words. Present tense and past tense versions included. Paperback, 5"x7", 150 pages. CPL919 ..........................................................Book, $7.95

OLIVIA Y LOS MONOS (B)
Olivia is a very curious 16-year-old girl who likes to travel and who loves animals. She travels with her parents to Misahualli, a town in the Amazon region of Ecuador. She is fascinated with the group of monkeys that live in the town. The monkeys approach and interact with tourists and the town’s people. She spends a week in Misahualli with her parents. In Olivia y los monos one after another amusing situation occurs with the monkeys. Olivia narrates the story. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages. CPL308 ..........................................................Book, $7.95

PATRICIA VA A CALIFORNIA (B)
Patricia is a 15-year-old girl from Guatemala who goes to California as an exchange student. She lives with a caring American family but encounters prejudice at school, especially from a girl named Debbie. By chance, Patricia finds Debbie in a dangerous situation and acts quickly to rescue her. The two girls become friends, and eventually Debbie goes to Guatemala to visit Patricia and her family. The audio CD is a spirited reading of the book by native speakers. The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5"x7", 44 pages. CPL657 ..................................................Book, $7.95

POBRECITA ANA, VA UNO POR UNO (B)
Ana is a 13-year old girl from California. She is disappointed with the lack of friends in her community. When she gets an opportunity to go to Guatemala with her dad for a visit, her mother encourages her to handle all of her obstacles one by one. Ana meets many new friends on her trip and experiences many beautiful aspects of the culture in her first trip to another country. First year Spanish novel with under 100 unique new words. Paperback, 5"x7", 40 pages. CPL622 ..........................................................Book, $7.95

BERTO Y SUS BUENOS AMIGOS (B)
Having good friends is important to everyone. For Berto, having good friends is a recipe for disaster. What will Berto and his good friends do to become famous on YouTube? Berto is up to his old tricks of finding trouble as he spends the day hanging out with his friends. He is with his friends Paquita, Filiberto, and Carlos as they cook, play soccer, and make a video for Paquita’s YouTube channel and make a complete mess of things. Paperback, 5"x7", 60 pages. CPL343 ..........................................................Book, $7.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
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DANIEL EL DETECTIVE (B)
There are many festivals in the world, none more peculiar than La Tomatina in Spain. Daniel really wants to go to the famous festival for the first time, but he lost his ticket. Can he follow the clues and retrieve it? Paperback, 5”x7”, 60 pages. CPL813 .........................Book, $7.95

CASÍ SE MUERE (B)
This easy Spanish novel for 1st- or 2nd-year students has a vocabulary of only 400 words. An engaging story with a taste of romance, about an American girl who goes to high school in Chile and two Chilean boys, one nice, one mean. The mean one turns nice. Eight short chapters. Short and sweet! The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5”x7”, 48 pages. CPL425 .........................Book, $7.95

NUEVA ESCUELA, NUEVOS AMIGOS (B)
Antonio just moved to Santiago de Chile. He is new in school and doesn't know anyone. He has a problem. Who can help him? He sees Adela - a girl from biology class. He is nervous, but he walks over and asks her for help. With Adela's help and friendship, Antonio adjusts to his new school. As he meets new classmates, he is befriended by Félix and Elena? but what are their true intentions? As their relationships grow and change, Antonio and his new friends face new realities and challenging decisions. Paperback, 5”x7”, 74 pages. CPL346 .................................................Book, $7.95

EL VIAJE DE SU VIDA (B)
Sixteen-year-old Carlos Ayala of Cincinnati, Ohio, goes on a cruise with his family to Yucatan. He is the only witness to the theft of an object of great monetary, cultural and personal value. The thief tries to kill him, but... The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5”x7”, 44 pages. CPL227 .........................Book, $7.95

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ EDUARDO? (B)
Summer vacation is beginning for 16-year-old Carmen Rodríguez of Colorado. Carmen is looking forward to spending time with her friends. However, her mother has promised a friend that Carmen will accompany the friend's 7-year-old son Eduardo to Costa Rica to visit his grandparents. Despite her misgivings, Carmen gives in and decides to go. As soon as they get seated on the plane, the problems start. Includes Full color illustrations & glossary. Paperback, 5”x7”, 70 pages. CPL111 .................................Book, $7.95

¿VIVA EL TORO! (B)
An American teenage girl goes to Seville to live with a Spanish family and go to high school. They take her to her first bullfight. She is horrified when the bull is killed. Later, on a date, with misgivings she goes to another bullfight, and something extraordinary happens. The video provides valuable aural and visual comprehensible input. Paperback, 5”x7”, 60 pages. CPL050 .................................Book, $7.95

EL VIAJE PERDIDO (B)
Two male American college students go on a Caribbean cruise. While in Puerto Rico, they miss the boat to the next island. The solution to their dilemma involves a beautiful Puerto Rican girl, her exotic grandmother and various aspects of Puerto Rican culture. Paperback, 5”x7”, 60 pages. CPL664 .........................Book, $7.95

MI PROPIO AUTO (B)
Ben Sullivan, a 17-year-old from San Jose, California was determined to have his own car. He thought his parents were going to give him one for his birthday but instead they surprise him with a trip to El Salvador. Ben wanted to spend the summer with his girlfriend and friends but instead goes to El Salvador. While there, he has a variety of experiences in a culture different from his own including some comical encounters with goats. With a variety of illustrations and easy language in both present and past tense. Illustrations in color! Paperback, 5”x7”, 66 pages in the Present Tense and 66 pages in the Past Tense. CPL961 .................................................Book, $7.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800- Applause (277-5287)
HALLOWEEN VS DIA DE LOS MUERTOS (B-I)
After experiencing the Day of the Dead in Mexico, Aleja, a Mexican-American teen, plans to throw a big Dia de los Muertos party at her home in California. The tricky thing is that her best friend plans to throw a big Halloween party on the same day. Aleja narrates this light-hearted story mostly in the present tense and with some past tense. It is an easy reader for high beginners and low-intermediate students. Ideal for Level 2 Spanish Learners.
Softcover, 5”x7”, 64 pages.
CPL935 .................................................................Book, $7.95

ALMA DE LOBO (I)
Alma de Lobo is the extraordinary true story of Marcos Rodriguez Pantoja, the only documented case of a feral child in Spain. Marcos was only seven-years-old when he was left in a remote valley in Sierra Morena, Spain. He had to help an old sick shepherd take care of a herd of goats. But soon the shepherd disappeared and Marcos was left alone. He barely knew how to survive until a pack of wolves adopted him. When Marcos was 19, the Spanish National Guard captured him. He had turned into a wild creature. Marcos started a process of adapting to human society but it wasn’t easy. This teaching story is told in the past tense. Paperback, 5”x7”, 60 pages.
CPL980 .................................................................Book, $7.95

LOS OJOS DE CARMEN (I)
A novella for 3rd-year high school students. A 16-year-old American boy wants to enter a photography contest. He goes to Ecuador to visit his Ecuadorian-American relatives. While there, he must deal with various culturally challenging situations. On a day trip he meets Carmen, a girl with exceptional eyes. He wants to photograph her, but...
Softcover, 5”x7”, 80 pages.
CPL925 .................................................................Book, $7.95

PELIGRO EN LA AMAZONIA (I)
You’re on your way to Peru when your plane suddenly crashes in the middle of the Amazon. What will you do? How will you survive? Will you look for other survivors? Where is your phone? Will you meet your untimely demise? With potential danger at every turn, discover all 30 different endings in this thrilling adventure brimming with the entire spectrum of human emotion. Whether you live or you die, YOU DECIDE! 36-page glossary included.
Paperback, 5” x 7”, 180 pages.
CPL872 ................................................................................................................Book, $7.95

NEW!

DON QUIJOTE, EL ULTIMO CABALLERO (I-A)
Don Quijote, el último caballero is a novel for intermediate and advanced beginners. It uses a vocabulary of fewer than 200 different Spanish words to tell a 1,400-word story in the present tense and the same story also in the past tense. It is repetitive and simple and uses many cognates to make the story comprehensible to adults and children. The stories are intentionally written to be acted out in a class, but also to serve as independent reading in either the present or the past tense. Paperback, 5”x7”, 66 pages.
CPL784.................................................................Book, $7.95

EL CALLEJON DEL BESO (I)
El Callejón del Beso is a well-known legend from Guanajuato, México that took place in an alleyway that was so narrow that two people could stand on the balconies on either side and kiss. Don Luis and Doña Carmen meet and fall in love in Guanajuato, but their love is forbidden in the Mexico of 200 years ago. She is the daughter of a wealthy man and he is a miner in the silver mines. Will they find a way to run away together and marry? Paperback, 5”x7”, 40 pages.
CPL605 .................................................................Book, $7.95

EL PEQUEÑO ANGEL DE COLOMBIA (I)
Albeiro is only six when he starts playing and taking care of his ill grandfather. After his death, Albeiro befriends some elderly neighbors in Cuidad Norte, an impoverished area of Bucaramanga, Colombia where he lives. Albeiro soon finds out that many of his elderly friends are in desperate need for help. He recruits a group of children to help with the care of the continually growing group of seniors in need. It’s almost entirely in the past tense. Paperback, 5”x7”, 46 pages.
CPL973 .................................................................Book, $7.95

NEW!
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EL REY ARTHUR (I)
This compelling novella told from the dog's point of view is based on the true events that turned Arthur, an Ecuadorian stray dog, into a global celebrity. Arthur’s journey began when he attached himself to the captain of an extreme sports team who was competing in the 2014 Adventure Racing World Championship. It wasn't easy, but in the end Arthur was able to win exactly what he wanted. **Softcover, 5"x7", 68 pages.**
**CPL911**...............................................................Book, $7.95

VIDA O MUERTE EN EL CUSCO (I)
High school senior Elena Garcia is vacationing in Cusco, Peru, with her mother. Everything Elena experiences bugs her – the food, the people, the clothing, the altitude ... She would rather have stayed home in Colorado. She is just starting to get interested in some things when her mother has an accident and suddenly Elena has to deal with the aftermath. The experiences that follow have a transformative effect on Elena. **Paperback, 5"x7", 84 pages.**
**CPL489**...............................................................Book, $7.95

EN BUSCA DEL MONSTRUO (A)
Sometimes we go off on long journeys to realize certain dreams and we are surprised by what happens. Martin Sheffield arrived in Patagonia in southern Argentina over a hundred years ago. Apparently he had been a sheriff in Texas and he went to Patagonia to find two criminals who had gone there. He never found them. Now, a century later, Sarah Sheffield is planning to follow the steps of her legendary great grandfather and solve the mystery of the monster for once and for all. She doesn’t know what kind of adventure awaits her in Patagonia. **Paperback, 5"x7", 172 pages.**
**CPL977** ...............................................................Book, $7.95

CASA DIVIDIDA (A)
José, the son of one of Cuba's wealthiest tobacco tycoons, and Luisa, a peasant sugar cane cutter, see their country turned upside-down by the Cuban Revolution. They are then faced with choice. Stay and defend the Revolution? Or flee and fight for its end? **Paperback, 5"x7", 112 pages.**
**CPL615** ...............................................................Book, $7.95

SONADORES (I-A)
Sonadores is an easy reader novella for Spanish Learners. It's meant for Level 3 and/or Level 4 students. The story is written in conversational Spanish, using simple grammatical structures in various forms of the past, and plenty of repetition. Sofia, Rosa, and Antonio are high school seniors who are very different from one another. But they form a special bond when they discover that all three are undocumented minors. Their friendship gets them through when their lives take unexpected turns. Together they accept who they are, join the DREAMers movement, and start fighting for their rights. **Paperback, 5"x7", 88 pages.**
**CPL942** ...............................................................Book, $7.95

TODO LO QUE BRILLA (A)
José was a happy young man. He worked hard on his small farm with his best friend, Ignacio. José believed that soon he would realize his dream of marrying Emilia, the most beautiful girl he had ever met. Things were all going according to plan until one day an unexpected letter changed everything. José and Ignacio must leave the farm. Together the two friends face danger and adventure in the jungles and mines of Ecuador. **Paperback, 5"x7", 100 pages.**
**CPL431** ...............................................................Book, $7.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
Films for the Spanish class-spoken in SPANISH with optional English subtitles

THE 33
S377.........DVD, 19.95

ALL ABOUT MY MOTHER
(1999) 102 min., Pedro Almodovar, R.
S395.....DVD, $29.95
TL132.........Study Guide, $10.95

ANITA
(Occasional Adult Language.)
S339.............DVD, $29.95

BALLPLAYER-PELOTERO
(2012) 77 min., Leguizamo.
(In English and Spanish.)
(Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13.)
S341 .............DVD, $24.95

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
(2017) 129 min., PG.
SC293.......Live Action DVD, $19.95

A BETTER LIFE
S338........DVD, $14.95

CANTIÑOLES
(2014) 102 min., PG.
DVD in Spanish with English subtitles, and sometimes in English with Spanish subtitles. (Contains both English & Spanish subtitles.)
S363....................................DVD, $19.95

CAROL'S JOURNEY
(2002) 100 min.
S317...........DVD, $19.95

CASI CASI
(2006) 93 min., Valles, PG.
(Limited Quantities.)
S279 ......................DVD, $24.95
TL387 ............Study Guide, $10.95
TL387CD .........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL387DL ....Download (PDF), $7.95

A CLASS APART
(2009) 50 min.
(Spoken in English with optional Spanish language track or Spanish subtitles.) (Not rated, but if rated would be G.)
S366......................DVD, $24.95

CRUDE
(2009) 104 min., Trudie Styler.
S322 ...DVD, $24.95

For full descriptions of each movie, see our website: applauselearning.com
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENTRE NOS</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>82 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINDING GASTON</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>79 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAMENCO, FLAMENCO</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>97 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated)</td>
<td>Carlos Saura</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOAL! THE DREAM BEGINS</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>117 min.</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td>Cannon</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTRE NOS</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>82 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD-BYE MOMO</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>100 min.</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>Ricagni</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HARVEST</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>80 min.</td>
<td>In Spanish &amp; English with English subtitles. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HECHO EN MÉXICO</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>100 min.</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>103 min.</td>
<td>Lorca</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS NOT INCLUDED</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>115 min.</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA JAULA DE ORO</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>65 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for brief nudity and occasional adult language.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL JEREMIAS</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>97 min.</td>
<td>PG-13</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDFILL HARMONIC</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>85 min.</td>
<td>(Not rated, but if rated would be G.) Soked in Spanish and English, with English subtitles.</td>
<td></td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For full descriptions of each movie, see our website: applauselearning.com
For full descriptions of each movie, see our website: applauselearning.com

THE LAST SUIT
(2016) 92 min.
(Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for occasional adult language.)
S393 ......2-DVD Set, $24.95

LATINO AMERICANS
(2013) 360 min.
(Spoken in English & Spanish with English & Spanish subtitles.)
S367.............2-DVD Set, $34.95

LAZARILLO
(1959) 109 min., Ardavin, B&W.
S284 .....................DVD, $24.95
TL116 ......Study Guide, $10.95
TL116CD...Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL116DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF FRIDA KAHL
S253 .....................DVD, $24.95
TL335 ...........Study Guide, $10.95
TL335CD ..........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL335DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

LIKE WATER FOR CHOCOLATE
(1993) 113 min., Alfonso Arau, R.
S130 .....................DVD, $14.95
TL131 .........Study Guide, $10.95
TL131CD ..........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL131DL...Download (PDF), $7.95

MACHUCA
S265 .....................DVD, $24.95
TL371......Study Guide, $10.95
TL371CD .........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL371DL...Download (PDF), $7.95

MAMBO MAN
(2020) 82 min.
(Not rated, but if rated would be PG.)
S340 ..........DVD, $24.95

MCFARLAND USA
(2015) 129 min., Costner, PG.
S370.........DVD, $14.95

MONSEÑOR: THE LAST JOURNEY OF OSCAR ROMERO
(2012) 98 min.
S336 ......DVD, $29.95

MOTORCYCLE DIARIES
(2004) 128 min., Salles, R.
S234 ............DVD, $14.95
TL307 ......Study Guide, $10.95
TL307CD .........Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL307DL ...........Download (PDF), $7.95

NO MANCHES FRIDA (WITH FRIDA)
S381...DVD, $19.95

EL NORTE  
(1983) 139 min., Nava, R.  
S237 ..........DVD, $39.95  
TL144 ....Study Guide, $10.95  
TL144CD .....Study Guide on CD, $9.95  
TL144DL ...Download (PDF), $7.95

THE OFFICIAL STORY  
(1985) 115 min. (Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for adult language & some violence.)  
S396 ..................DVD, $19.95  
TL114...........Study Guide, $10.95  
TL114CD...Study Guide on CD, $9.95  
TL114DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

OUR LAST TANGO  
(2016) 85 min.  
S378 .....DVD, $24.95  

OUR MOTHERS  
(2019) 77 min.  
(Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for occasional adult language and brief sexuality.)  
S399......DVD, $24.95

UN PADRE  
NO TAN PADRE  
S386 .......DVD, $19.95

PAN'S LABYRINTH  
(2006) 119 min., del Toro, R.  
(Restored Edition.)  
S263 ...............DVD, $24.95  
TL360 .......Study Guide, $10.95  
TL360CD ...Study Guide on CD, $9.95  
TL360DL ......Download (PDF), $7.95

REAL,  
THE MOVIE  
(2005) 90 min.  
S236 ..................DVD, $14.95  
TL308 ........Study Guide, $10.95  
TL308CD ....Study Guide on CD, $9.95  
TL308DL ....Download (PDF), $7.95

SELENA  
(1997) 128 min., Nava, PG.  
S141....DVD, $14.95  
TL119 ..........Study Guide, $10.95  
TL119CD .....Study Guide on CD, $9.95  
TL119DL ....Download (PDF), $7.95

SALSA:  
LATIN POP MUSIC  
IN THE CITIES  
(2000) 60 min.  
(Limited Quantities.)  
S208 .DVD, $19.95

EN EL  
SEPTIMO DÍA  
(2018) 92 min.  
(Not rated, but if rated would be PG-13 for occasional adult language.)  
S392 ..................DVD, $24.95

For full descriptions of each movie, see our website: applauselearning.com


WEDDING IN NEW YORK (2015) 96 min. (Not rated; contains a "fair amount" of adult language.) S397............ DVD, $14.95


WALK OUT (2006) 111 min., Edward James Olmos. S327............ DVD, $19.95

Check out our website for a complete list of Study Guides that are still available.

Films for the Spanish class - Animated Cartoons & Family Oriented Titles Spoken in Spanish

BOOK OF LIFE SC284 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
COCO SC295 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
Ferdinand SC296 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
FINDING DORY SC288 ..................Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
FROZEN SC283 ..................Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
INSIDE OUT SC285 ..................Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
THE LITTLE MERMAID SC300 ..................Spanish & French Soundtrack/Blu-Ray/ DVD/Combo/Digital HD, $29.95
THE LORAX SC279 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
MOANA SC290 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
RALPH BREAKS THE INTERNET SC299 ..................Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $19.95
SECRET LIFE OF PETS SC289 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
SECRET LIFE OF PETS 2 SC301 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
SING SC291 ...........Spanish & French Soundtrack/DVD, $14.95
SOUL SC302 ...........Spanish Soundtrack/DVD, $26.95

For full descriptions of each movie, see our website: applauselearning.com